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1ntr.od..uctipn

. ., . *

, What students learn, how cp.iickly they learn, and how much they
O

.. rethember depends upon their preyious learing and the academic skills, , ,
tudents. possess when they enter pvblic school.. The particufar.'s`chool..

a student attends and, the teascheis and groups of dtudents that he

or she encounters are dlso :important. Although some critics have

argued that most schools and teachers are timilar, I will demonstrate

in this paper that What a gtudent learns is sub.stantially affected by

the particUlar classroom he or she is assigned to.
. I't will be argged that what As learned in schooli variesfrom. .

.. .
. ''Io 1, ,.

ihdividual to. inVitivfdual and that individual learning is influenced

by. the .soceal period during which students attend schooI:' That indi
. . , 4,,- . :

viatkals learn different, 'things in schools w ill be, argued more formally. ,
. .

subsequen'tly 'arid ,it ,willl-De contended that What students learn is
.

r

influenced .by. ski sa'nd 'attitudgs tri.it *students have when they enter
,

l.N
,

..

first grade. as well a: "by th'e., parti.Zular teacher .and students that

individual students ,have dohtact ,with in schools .

*.

N.
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It. is clear that some §-tudents , ffiaster considerably less academic
. .

content than others 4atid indeed, -master Jes's material thin expected.
.

- , , . .
Uniorturiately, soine pupils fail -to master. even rudthtentary skills,. con-

, ,

*- 4 Ala.
, cepts, and processes. Ot,her Students -leave school 'having achieved

. . .. , .
.few of .the affective goals th'at some schbors strive for-. Many high

, -

school graduates take jObs or enroll ih college*.without having- deVelo*ped
. .

.desirable wor.f< habits (ability and interest in. engaging in and evaluat-
,. ing selfrinitirtea projects, Oorovghness, pride in personal. ,sChblarihip).

,

. _04E,

Mpst students enter' scho6j. without the abilitY to reid arid atorNire this'
.

'valuable .skill, some read iskilltidly when thq enter school, and still

others never learn to read well, thdirgh tliey rebeive several years

of reading instruction. ('For empirical evidence' on variabtility in stur
)

dent . ..Learning one need only cbnsult National Assessment data. )
. .

. 4 , . .

'What Schools ?each
Or

It is difficult to generalizet about what is learned in §chool.

Although I perceive this io be a complex and problematic topic, some
, ; ;

educators have- found ,it relatts:tely easy to .gfescri.be what is learned

(or pe'rhaps more accUraZely what is not learned) in schdols and w

provide general solutions to educational problems.: (e.g., Silberman, ,

--

1970; Kozol, 1969). , However, Apple and Kidg (1977) challenge Silber-
,

.

man (1970) ,and others who decry the fact that schools serve institu-
v. .0-

.. .
. tional as well as iiersonal goals or norms- and_conten.d that schools

t .
. . .

were in part deiigned to teach what some call the "hidden curricu-,

lum" (e.g., the tacit teaching of. social and ecor5omic norms to stt-,

denti).
Apple and King 'further suggest that it is not just school'criT

IS

tics .who depict_ schools too simply. They ,note that all too often' the

spcial effects of school experiences are described 'as uncorn-plicted. by

)
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'sociologists of education, educational psychologists , and curriculum

specialfsts. I believe that the design Of educational programs has.
.suffe,red from an inadequate analysis of the effects of educational.

processes on students as well as from the generation of= relatively' .

s'fmple and general solutions for complex educational problems.
. ,

s

Simple Univer,sal SOlutions

A good illustration of a relatively simple approach to 1. com-

Plex problem can be' seen in attempts to accommodate individual dif-

ferences in. learning, styles. In a review ,of the. -major individualize.=

tion'' techniques used in reading instruction during fhe 1900' sthe
, fed

scientific Movement; the aativiiy movement; krouping for instruction;

self-selection reading; langUage-experience reading ; indiyidually pre-

scribed instruction.; eomputer-assisted instruction; skills management

systems; and "so onArtley (1981) notes that despite many desirable

featur4s, the effectivenegs of each. of, these teehniques seriously,

limited. Specifically,. he claims that any program heli'rile reading
.=-

problems . of some students, but creates (or at least fails -to respond

to) difficulties for other students. , Simply put, in their zeal to pro-
,

vide' solutiont, educators often over-respond to a 7'problem" so that

certain issues are solved but rrew problems. are created by the sys-,
tematic a)plication of a solution.

,
Marty e.ducarional writers contend that school processes and
. , _

. , .
norms are'difficult, if not impossible, tb alter and this is generally

; . ...
. , .

%. true /,(e.g ., see Sarason, 1982). However, schools and teachers on
ks.

occasion rapidly make- major changes, and such intances*.challenke
.

the view that school practides can be altered. For example, in' the

late 1980 's it was popular for reaatng journals to decry stuckents '

lack of decoding and word attack skills . The "attack" on this



,

..
limited and simple probiem (all students need. phonetics skills) was_. . .

, ,
systematic and "successful" in changing practices in teacher- educaiton,

3

- programs and in classrooms. In fact,' the .solution \was so ''successful"
.

. .

".

that many critics of reading instruction today arg4e that there is ioo
.

., . ...cs . .. . .
. ,

. .
.,_little attention to comPrehelision and silent reeding and too much empha-. P

4 0
V

0
N . &

sis ori tphonks and isblated skill instruction, esp-ecially fop "wiaker"
,students. .6 a , -., -

. , . ,-...

- * ..
.

_ . In part, progress in education has been slow because problem,
- '

analyses have iieen too narrow and haVe not accounted for the diversity

Of ingtructional conditions in Atherican schools. Answers to' most edu-ca-.,
. .,.

ticinal problems have been' One-Vaiia-ble solutions (e.";-. -,-- inciu-ci-emore
, . ,. , .

'phonetics instructions for a students . . . reducd structure for all
. 0.

0 041100.0

students by. creating open 'classrooms). However, I believe that. t here
. -.

are very few general issues in education that can .be solved so simplSi.-
e .

For -example, some classrooms are over-managed and, others are under-
:,

manag ed, and.calls bor more time on, task will inevitably create prbb-.

lens in classkooms that are- 'over-managed. Likewise, advocating\4or
.

more o'pen. classrooms and less strUcture will cauie new problerps in

under-managed lassrooms.
. .

- Another 'factor Whkh impedes the solution of educatiOn4L.problerns
et

is that techniques that work in one setting with one group of students

.do not necessafily ',work in another setting with another gropp of stu-

dent5, even for the,same teacher. Good and Sttpek (forthcoming) note

that societal change may alter the effectiyeness of particular instrtic-

tional procedures. A .teachei yho teaches redding in 1980 the same

way (with e4ual" thoUghtfulness and :energy) is he or she dia in 196O

may obtain different regults from students because of the effeCts .of
Atelevision on readiness skills, shiftd of school bounda,ries, changes

4 6
,

0

ot
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in the characteristics Of the .neighborhoOd 'surrounding ihe school, pre-
,. .) sence of mainstreamed childreà, ahd "countleis other !actors. 1

A \ . .

. '..Good ana Marshall (in. press) discuss the . influente of s8cietal
.. . .. , .

views -during i.faious times in the -100' s on the "desirabilit' of an

eddcational practice. They note that early studies. (1920's-1930's) of.
. I . , . .

the, effects of homo geneous grouping on high and low ability students . .

.

resulted in conclusions that are different it'om the findthgs, of more

recent research: -Earlier studies.'s.uggesfed that stlidents most,.likely, to ..
;

,

. be -vic imized 1?y ability woup assignments were high students; more .'-
. 4

.

recent research indicates 'that low' ability students are most likely to ;.
-..., N .

, 0 . &be negatively:affected (although studies at any time have ,produced...
1- .. .,: ..,.mixe4 results).

Perhaps the most importa:nt diffe rence between .sc hool 'practicess
in- the 1920,'s and more recent ones is' relatecl to the fadt that in the

-past there were- Many socially acceptable options aVatlable to siudents
,

There' were apprenticewho did 'not complete high scho-ol or college.

programs for plumbers; electriciani,' bricklayers, etc., which enabled

students to leave .school and find meaningful employment... Assignment

,to a low group probably 'did n'ot have the' negative consequendes thatI.

' 4 1
/ t. /

sit may have had subsequently, when high school graduatioh became

virtually mandatory ar14 a college degree was required for certain
- it% '

rorms of satisfactbry employment. Both students and teachers in the

-* 1920!s may have.. perceived. consequences of assignment to low 'groups

less negatively and this might explain why 'earlier research iridicateda,, .

*

that, in -some instvces low stodents actually benefitted from apssignment

, to hOniogeneous groups for instruction. Furthermore, the retention of
,

students.'who failed to achieve satisfactorily was a much more common
.

practize in eaTlier times. The low aChievers present. in classrootns
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during the 1920' s progably vary conMaerably from low achieyers of

today.

A Fiirthermore, the average number of pupits in a classroom has
)

yarie..4vconiderably from ...time to time in this century. Discrepancies
,

1 ,,
_ . x ,-

i'n .findings of studies' coroucted,vat ,Various times may therefore be
/.

, / ,

'
,due to classroOm size, -the availakility- of curriculum materials, or

many Other .faCtors. Conclusions based on studies which are more

than- ten years apart appear. to be precarious. 44.

1.
4

' What bp Students Learn? . ... ...' .0

I believe.-thaf any attempt -to answer the qu'estion, "What do

dents learn i'n school?" should be restriCted to a very limited"
0 21).

li . ,
time 'pexiod; To illustra/e .the4 evolying role of schools, we a-mig4t.

examine the old' ediicatiOnal Song:

School days,- school days,
Dear old gOlden rule days,
Reading- and writing and,' 'rithmetit,
Taught to the tune of a hick'ry stick.
I was -your queen ifi 'calico,
You. were My bashfu1p barefoot beau. .

You wrche on my slate, "I- love you so!"
When we were a couple of kids.

,

suspect th'at girl of today wear jeans much more often than dress-
,

'es, and that teachers who use the hickory stick are likely to end,
* \

.
.

-up In , court. 'In a variety of gays the distinctiveness 'of 'school., ''.
..

. . ..

their legitimacy, and power have chan'ged over time. Describing what
%.

stddents learn at a giveri point in time in a particular school Is 'aft

exceedingly difficult 'task. Describing what itudeMs generally derive
.p .

.0

from school .is aii dinpossible task!

Goals of the Paper . .

In this paper I fl,rill emphasize that if one i's to, unclerstarid
.1 :.,. .1. -

,

, schools it is necessary to view learning v, a social 'as well as
, ..c, _

.

an instructional event. Also, the complexities ofithe classroom,
. .

8

.
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gerker.4-1- issues of lea'rning, the student role, and
. ,

schools will be adciressed..- Ree.d.ers interested
/------ :..

.

. . t . ,

.- ,

ment of the general socialization geffects of school*. can consult other
. k, a

. k .

.sour,:es...(e.g Dreeben,-. 196°8; _Eforio, 1975; Apple and King,, 1.977;'

',...-----'
,Kariter, 1972). ..------ -..

6

learning how to learn

in more detailed treat-.

Iri -examining the broad effedts of sFhools on. student achievement,',. . ..

t-will argue that individual teachers 'can and d6' make an important
. 1., . .
difference in what and how well students learA. Some teachers. are

.
more effective .than others "ill presenting instruction ot in establisliing

,
ca

conditions . so that students can learn on their .cown. I will. also analyze'',

. teacher behaviors and iris`tructionlal: differences that are associated'

with ',student achievehient.,

will examine difficulties that students encounter when they
,

enter schc3o1 i)art because .of previous socialization) and as they
,*

move through sdhool. As will%be illustFatediaater in* the paper, teach-
.

ers ',instructional styies andrOassroom expectatione vary widely, and
.

I- believe Ittat some of the ',variation between teachers is' so pronqunted

(a;nd unexplained to. students) that Pt pose; problems for students as
T

r
litli

they move from class to class or grade to grade. FurtlYermore, a stu-
.

dent ' s background may conflict with the general 'scho'ol culture or with
n -r,

those of- a particular teacher. Acceptable lansuage *and mpdes of behav-
, c--- ,ior vary from teacher to teactier anct 'eVen from Activity to 'activity

within the same classroom. Part of beco,ming a competent student is

developing and demonstrating the social style appppriate to a parti-

cular context, as well as learning academic matetial.

Certa:iri instructional practices "slicli as tracking, pull-oUt instruc-
'

tion, and ability grouping bften crea4-difficiilt teaching/learning situa-
.. -,.

and ,the desirability of these edUcationai plans will b'e questioned.
. ( .

3iOns

9
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in the paper% I belieire that these practices tend to lower both teacher
. -

r 4.-' , . . ,
$. and student .expectations Ad lessen the intensity. and persistence of

_

, . .

.th'etr efloiti during ihstructional activitids. The generar effects of

teacher expectations on student, performance will be explained, and
. .

suggestions will be made abeut the need for accurate teacher expecta--
. I -

:

tions and, actve claSsrooM instrUction.

f cahnot provide simple answer t qUestions ande isstres such

as. the following: What is, the natui:e of Vie work' children perform
-

on behalf of meeting the\e>ipectations of the ^school's curriculum? How

, -, --.: children engp.ged. In. work (tau0t) during elementary sphool and
* . .

., ..
. how do teachers provrolexperiencei which students need? How can

.. .... ti., "
.

children 's beginnini schcsoling be charac, terized? These and other rea-
,

sonable questions have no simple answers because school experiences.

and eXpectations vary from setting fo setting, from stUdent to student,
! 4.- .

InfluenCes of Parent and HOme

As children leave .home and start to osc)lbol, ihey must adjust
. s. . .

4
.

-to the' demahds that schools place upon' them. That is, to profit from
.... N

, 1,

schoOling they must learn how to "go to" school and hOw to do "school.' .-.

. . .

work. In thit section of the, paper I will 'discüss the nature of. ,"home
,

1 , , . .., .

learning.," nursery ,school learning, and learning that takes place in

first-gx4de classrooms.- Some of the general expectatiotis that confront

a child in- these three settings will he 'contrasted.
.

, r
,

We know that children& interest in, and skills relevant for,

-academic scholarship begin to deveaop.long before they enter school.

Many educators and rdsearchers have .attempted to Identify family prac-
,

tices (.frorn symbolic app,reciation for learnini to actual parent in-, .

structional behaviors) which contribute to early acquisition of basic

. f
1 0



acadeir46. skills, , In particplar, many studies `have focused 'upon' st117-k .

dents' 'interest in reading because of the importance of reading to all -

school subjectt. ; Durkin 066) round at parents of early r'eaders

reported' a much stronger interest "in print" (interest in lookitsg at
..1, .

books, etc. ) among their children than,. parents- of non-early readers., .

1/4

who were matched on othgr characteristics such as IQ and 8'ES. Unfor-

tunately, these data do not explain how S' tudents become interested

in print in the first,. place.

Others, researcher's have assessed parents ' perceptions of their

children ' s interest in print and knowledge. Hiebert and Coffey (1982)

studied parents ' views of their young children's print-related develop-

ment by asking fathers and mothers (individually) to predict their

kindergarten children 's performances on measures of knowledge sand

interest in print. While fathers ' and mothers ' estimates did not differ

si nificantly from one another, Loth groups significantly underestimated
,

thei chlildren 's performances on the knowledge of print measure.. On

the interest in print measure, parents overestimated their children ' s

performances. ' Although boys and girls scored very similarly on both

measures, parents ' predictions differed according to ggnder ofophIld,

with parents of boys giving lower estimates than parents of girls.

Others too have noted that young girls do not have superior lan-

guage skills when they enter school. After reviewing the literature

on differences in oral language acquisition i.elated to. gender, Macaulay.

(1978) concluded 'that the stereotype that girls have a greater.lpropen-
,

-sity for language and acquire it more quickly and fluen tly is hot
-0

empirically supported. Rather, stuaies suggest that boys are. as inter-

este'd and cap'able with regard to print as girls at least when they

begin 'schoOl.

11

,

0

*At
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However, dafa on actu,i school achievement indfcate that
-

achievement in reading aria verbal skills (as well as oilier curricula

areas) far surpasses that of young boys Izy the end of .first .grade

..and throughout the elementary, school -years (see for example the norni
; 4

',data associated with the Iowa Test:of Basid Skills .(kieronymus(
#

quist, and Hoover, 19E4). Unfortunately, adolescznt girls'. %chieve-.

mtnt in certain subjects declines. In Vart, females' eai-ly achievement,
. . .. ,

in reading and their . ielative decline in performance. in
. some 'subjects

. .
.

..
a

.

later appear .to be due ,,,.to parents:I, societa.1, and teacher expectations., , .,
, ,. .

Parsons, Ruble, Hodges, 'and Sinall (106) sugg\ested ths
.

t parents
.

_-

-and teaCheri have. different expectationd for boys artd-,girlsl- perform- r

, . *
1

.. . , , .

-. anced in -schools and tha t. these differences 'eventually Influesrice child-
,. .a

ren's self-expectations and actual achiewement. ,Indeed, there is some

empirical" evidence to sugtest that in some classrooms te'acciers app'eat
s

to. interact with students in sex specific ways-. For example, Leinhardt

et al...6979) found 'that boys received More favorable treatment

mathematics; whereas,. girls received more'favorable instructiorc difring

reading. It seems clear that sstridents' academic learning may be influ-
_

..

enced by social experiences and expectations' ,that are held for th6n by-

significanI t others... Although only sex-retated expectations are dis-

cussed here., this discussion demonstrates that when studerfAs arrive at
,

school 'their previous socialization virtually assured that- theirr interest

in, school and in particular subjects gill vary widely. Such disposi-

tion's can affec't achievement .unless .teachers actively countet

through instruction.

'Do parents ' beliefs and' expectaiions deteimine children's .inttrests,

. or de parents' beliefd mereli reflect their awareness of . interests that
>

' 4

chi,14ren have 'formed independently.? It is virtually impossible,

I.
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to separate/ antgcedent from cause in social influence situations because

,so many' variables occur simultaneoUsly, and One participant' s behavior ,

it always affecting the others 'I. Although parents (and teachers) have

more control and resources,. parents' -behavior is influenced by the

behavior Of 'their children.

As Hiebert and Coffey (1982) noted in theft\ study comparing par-
,

ents ! perdeptions of children's interest in prim:, ohe difficulty in speci-

,fying, the uela.tionship between parents_' expectations alid children's

performance is that the process is interactive and the influence is

mutual. For example, parents form some of their beliefs about child-

tien 's inyerests and capabilities by ol?serving children 's performances

. arm .by listening to them. However, the data in this study suggest

that parents may have some preconceived notions related to gender

and. developmental Statua, regardless of the characteristics of individual

cVdren.

It is instructive to see how parents can un estimate or over-
. .

estimate performance. Given the complexity of a classroOni and the

neea to niake jUdgments about numerous children, it is easy to

understand how teachers may misjudge certain students.
. ,

McGillicuddy-DeLisi ( in Press) discusses a number of studies

which, indicate- that children 's performance on intelligence or achieve-
-t

ment teSts varies according . to family characteristics such as socioeco-

nomic, status. She argues that these studies have generally shown that

constellation factors (tibling ze and birth interval or ordinal posi-

tio'n) are inversely related to children 's cognitive performance. Inter-

action effects between socioeconomic status and family corstellation have

often been obtained, with constellation effects being more mdrked for

fagnilies with lower SES backgrounds. Studies of the influence of-family



'characteristics on children's development have Veen criticized, howeV'er,

for failing to speeify processes through which the environment affetts

children (see for example, Bronfenbienner, 1979).

To improve upon some of the weaknesses of earlier studies,

McGillicuddy used both observational and interview methods to e;,(plore

relation-t between parents ' beliefs about children and their behaiiior
.toward then'. One-third of the families consisted of only one child

who was three to four years old, and the remaining '80 families had

three children with' the second-born preschool age. Half of the three-

Ohildren families evidenced near spacing (fewer than three years be-
,

tween first- and second-born children, and half had far spacing.

Within each family constellation group, half the families were character-

ized as working class and half as middle class, based on education

and income pf parents'.

Children in thii study were asked 'to learn two labdratory tasks

that their parents taught. It was found that what mothers believed

about how children develop predicted their child rearing behaviors

in two different contexts , even after demographic characteristics were

A taken Irrio account. Also, fathers ' beliefs about child development

scores were related to their behaviors during interactions with their
t.

children after taking into account family constellation and socioeconomic

factors. These data provide evidence .that parents ' beliefs about child

development Aay guide how they interpret and react to, children ' s be-

, havior.

Many researchers have recentl:- begun to explore parents ' influ-

ences upon children. Perhaps the major lesson learned from such re-

search is that it is exceedingly difficult to study family influences

on children because so many variables are involved. Sigel (in press)

_t 4
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the problem ,thts Way: "To relurn to -the geographic'al-
metaphor, the terrain, is being mappe}i mOre =irately, than has

. . i*been the -case'. What we have alio disc/ ovred .in our mappIng ef-
,

forts Is that there is a 'consid-erale -p between the models of
. .z,

family functioning. and the methods by w.hich, fo 'study the- models."

Perhaps the mOst general finding 'from the growing parent-as-, _

educator litetature is tliat young c4ildren who frequently look at

books and have books 'read to them, arrd who have a chance;to yer-'
balize content are more likely to_r-emebet-:-it (arid thereby possess the .

capacity 'for using information anc), words) during their attempts to

read. For an empirical illustration of the desirability for patents Ito

encourage vetbalization, see Fiqss et, al.., 1979.

Between_Home--and- Preschoolr..
Children ,assume different learning styles in the home; as ^a

. .
result , both of their innate capacities and early _experiences as 7tell

as pai'en,ts? instructional beliefs and -behaviors. How well clo' pa ents-1.,

beliefs .and behaViors match those of ,pregchool educators? I sta: ed
.. \.previously that, many (but certainly not all) parents 5and, presch ol

. 4 \ 1, .
teachers hold somewhat lower epecta-tion for the reading abili

, .,. . . -- ...,
,

.
. ryoung boys than girls. What else is. known about .ifie match between

of

parents ' beliefs and those of the "preschobl"? 1

Young 'children in Americary society skre exposed to a .wider var-

'ietyvf .,socializing agents todaythan at 'any time' previously. The

child-rearing role of the-family is now shared with at least two other
. .

major sources' of influenceteleviston and preschAls. Each of these

sociahzation influencesfamily, teleVision, and prescho-Ors-.-has'"been
,

studielyndependently, usually as a potential source of influence upon
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soctat or intellectual aevelopment. According to Hess et" al. (1979);

there, has been little comparative research, aza,cl knowledge of how these

t4ee influences differenti-ally affect the cognitive and social develop-

Thent 'of young children is incomplete.
. -

Calling for more integrcative socialization reserwrCh, Hess et ;al.
,compared the, differences betweeri parents ' and. preschool teachers '

'behavior. toward children in order, to look for 'discontinuities between

the experience Of the ehild at ,home and at the preschool. They argue
-

that disparities may "or may nr :esent problems of adjustment , for 'a

child sor pp.rent, but that one to know about differences in .order

to make judgments about the effects of particular, discontinuities.
et

The' authors note that <there are' reasons 1.4'hy 'one might expectrs

mothers and teadhers to iffer in their goals, expectations, and be-

havior .toward young 'children. First, experienced teachers have had

more contact with a variety of families and children and have more

time fqx planning'inStruction. Furthermore, the yalues and practices

of the child :cart -profession are .transmitted to teachers in training
. .

;

programs and literature. Third; materials used in training frequent-
,

;.
ly urge teacriers to adopt behavior .that offers Children freedom to

choose their own activities, .follow their own interests, and make their

owil decisions. One cah reasonably question, then, the 'relatiaiship
_

between beliefs that are communicated to teachers in traintng programs

and those of parentS. Also,' the settingS -in. Tihich teachers and .par-

ents interact with their children are likely to be -clifferen't.

Hess et al, point out that the settings in which mothers and

teachers interact with young children differ in several important ways
\

and Lgue that" these disparities in social context are another potential

44k,
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source of di&similarities between those two types 'of care givers, they

note that prestihool teachers deal 'with children in groups; there are

a relatively larcte number of contacts between Children and adults ;

and the relationships between staff and children are transitory. . A so,

.staff behvior., is constrained. and, corrected by noi.ms of the cinter

and by federal, state, and municipal regulations: The,.iphysical enwir-
-1

.
-

onments of the pres,ol and the home differ considerably, In general;

the resources or the center are. seleCted and arrAged for the -benefit of

the child while the horhe is organized to serve a- wider range of func-
.

tioris and needs of a family .group. Centers encourage a style of regu-
,

laling and interacting with children that is 'Oriented toward groups.
.

The heeds of an institution for a preQdiCtable daily sChedule (Lunch-
,

`tiries, ria.' ps, etc.) are arranged in order fo serge grolip need's. Yet

another difference between mothers .and teaChers is thi personal relation-

ship they have With ,children in their care.

The .sainple Us ed in - the Hess et al. study was recruited- through'

preschooli and child care centers -in the-. San' Francisco Bay area that

utilized a variety of instructional approaches. Sixty-seven mothers

and their first-,born children, participated in, this study. All 'were
.

aucasian, fourteen were single parents at the time the- cstudy began,'

mothers ranged in age from 20 to 35, years, and the families represented

a .wide range,of soCioeconomic backgrounds.

Several general patte'rns resulted from the comparison of beliefs

and behaviors of others and teachers (mothers and teachers were ob-.

served' teaching a 4tandard tas'k to a chile: , (1) Mothers and teachrs

hold sini fla r goals for, children, although mothers tend to ,emphasize
.

pro-social skills more and independence less, 'than teachers; (2) moth-
1

ers press for mastery of develoVniental taSks at an earlier age than' do
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teache s; (3) mother: teach in a style that, is more diiect, demanding,

and e*plicit than do teachers; (4) mothers appeal to their' own author-

ity in obt'...ining comiliance; teachers invoke rules more,. often.; (5) teach-
.

.

- ers tend to be more flexible in implementi'ng", their reqUests for compli-
la

. ,ance. The following incident; provides an xample of how geheral dif-
. ,, . ,. - -

ferences in teaching behavior between mothers tnd -teachers were mani-

fest.

MOther: I w'arit the one that sn't finished . . that someone

took a bite out of like . . but a pretty big bite. Can you push

that button?

Child: -IntOrrectly 'pushes the button'unde`r the half-circle.
- . .

. .

Mother: No. Thit's too much. .That's not enough of a circle.

.

Compare this. behavior With, that- of the teacher.
_

Teacher: Can you find the circle that's open at the top? There
,

is do line at the top.

Child: Incorrectly pushes button under the half-circle.

Teacher: That. . . oh that's good. put it's the one that's' .

got !bore lines on it.

" The mother's feedbackç included explicit feedback that the choice was

incorrect., while the teacher accepted the respo nse and only implicitly

informed the child of the error by use of 'such words as "but" and

"more. .

Also, note that the teacher provided praise for ad incorrect re-,

sponse. Many' teachers (unlike most parents) find it difficult to tell- a

child that he or she has made a mistake. The, norm in many school

sittings is such that effort and, not the quality of work 'becomes the .

experienee .

sr
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These differences in teacheri and mothers' s,tyles of interacting.

with young children are generally congruent with disparities that ap-

peared on self-report instruments . . . developmental goals for young

chirdren, prdis for mastry, and use of contrOl strategies. This con-.

sistency acrOss dissimilar measiring devices and separate testing occa-,
sions indicates the reliability of e data-gatherine'procedures used, to °

validate the measures Indicating underlying patterns of li.thavior toward

young children.

Hess et al,. conclude that the specific inst5.nces of behavior and
. ,

attitudes reported are Lsolated, bui indicate a consistent pattern of

child rearing and socialization'. These measures correlate with Other
::-attitudes and characteristics. They also vary according' to ;dcioecO-.

nomic background., but a separate analysis reported elselaere (Hess,
.fi-

Dickson, Price, and Leong, 1979) confirm:. 'that these differences 1?e-
.

"tween the two groups are not. related to .SE$ disparities betvieen mothers

and, teachers.
. .

In related res.darch,- Winetsky (1978) illustra\ws that comparid .

. with mothers, teachers prefer..preschools which offer unstruttured set-
. . . ttings where acti.vi,ties are chosen and directed by rchildren ather than

. ,
, organi744- end directed by adults. Behavioral obser4ations by Ruben-

.
.

stein and Howes (1979) of me other and child-care, workers interacting
..'

with infants Support Winetsky's -results. They fourid that' child-care -

staff touched the infants more in non-care-giving sitUations, engaged

them more often in playful activities, and' were les,s often restrictive

than were others interacting with their intl.nts at home. Thei4 is

therefore eVidence that mothers' are more direct teachers and managers

of instruction, and that mothers believe that teachers are too indirect

and too flexible in their behaVioral demands on students.

1 9
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However, there is growing evidence to suggest that the study of

instruction in the home is at least as complicated as studying school

instruction. Chall and Snow (1982) provide an interesting example of

this' 13oint. These investigators, working in relatively low-SES schools,

'identified students who were relatixely poor and good readers. It was

their intention, then, to study the homes ,from which relatively poor
----------

and good readers came in order to see if _there-Were systematic differen-!*
-t;

ces in home environments appreciation of Print, resources) that

might help to accOunt for differences in students' rgading abilities.

Interestingly, when the investigators visited the homes of students who

had been iddntified .as good readers, it was, not uncothmOn to find a"
,

sibling who wts a, relatively poor or mediocre:reader. Similarly, when

the inveStigators collected data in the homes of students who ha., been
r

identified as- relatively po)r readers, it was not uncommon to find that

there were siblings the

kt a minimum, these data

e homes who were relatiely good readers.:
,

suggest .that the variation in students' read,
, . 1

ing abilify showed about as much variation within families as betWeen

families. The cauaes of these: differences are not clear. It emay be

that students in .the same family develop different -reading abilities
, .

ttecause resources (time and energy) are allocated dif ferentially to

children in the family. Aftern-ativelY, it may be the case- that children

reaa at different levels, not because thee env,ironment is different for

them, but becatise they react differentially to similar oPportunities. It

seems plausible to infer, from these data that .children from the same home

enter sahool 'with different abilities for, and different interests in, read-

ing and probably in, other subject areas ai well.

The conclusion that studentt arrive at school with dissiriilar inter-

ests and abilities may be seen to be a 'relatively common sense Observation

20
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at first :glance. Howeyer, *it is clear that' many educatcrs, sociolo-
, ,

, . . -
gistS, and .pSycholOg,ists impliCitly suggest in their writillgs% that the

home . eriv.irohment,-"a particular SES level, and other status variAbles
, .- ..

to rath:z.r predictable problems and conditions. th'at ethicators. need to
, . .

acknowledge and respond to.. As e ce-se in point, it is not uncommon. ...o

lead

that- teachers expect and to some . extent, . will treat chilVen on the

. basis tf f their, knowledge of and interactiong ,yeth older siblidgs. Seaver

(.1973) conducted a natural, luasi-experiment to see if the achievement

of 79 siblings' in first irade %was affected 'by the previous , achievement

patterns of'. older 'siblings. .The hypoth.esis tested. Was that students

yibuld -achieve better /when taught by the same teicher if the 6.1der

sibling had been a good studer and worse when. older_ siblings had .
, , ..

been poor studenis (in contrast to control studerits 1.4ho Itd a, different
.

. . ,.-. .

teacher than the. older Sibling). It was found that following a' sibling
. 4

who was, a .SCod student had positiI/e consequences upon chiev,gmen,t

for younger siblings, especialk mares. If is not eAtireYy clear bow

teachers ' perceptions of home conditions influence their actual behavior,'
,

but it does seem possible that someteachers 'may inadequltel assess

the potential Of 'students by over-...uting:"status'4 fa-ctors (home back-

grotind, older ngs, etc.).

Nursery S,chool: A Case Study

To eXamine more fully, the similarities: and differfnces between

home and school, I shall describe one particular nursery school in

detail, tile type of demands that it places upon children, and how
.

closely the expectations meat those of parent's. The description present-

. ed here is from Kanter (1972). It is a detailed case study 'and the .
c4

general climate .of the school is similar to that characterized in the

Hess et al. findings:
4
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.Kanter contends\ that in rnany ways, the nurstry school functions

19

bt 4'
a small bureaucracy py preparing students for th.ese structures in

lafer -life. She notes tbat theie are few risks for 'individuals: assOciit-
.

. . .

ed with the bureaucritic organization; clear rules and procedures ekmi-
.

nate uncertainty and- insecurity even in decivion. making.- Flowever,

bufeaucratic crganization concurrent1y" may devalue

pr4se: An emphasis on appropriefe bureaucratic, behavior is a liability.

rather than an innovation, because :stress is placed On fitting in and
(ir t

getting along rather than achievement. She notes that, compared to.
t-.1

other kinds of schols,' nuysery '.schools have pa large aYmount of free-, ,

. .
ind ividualistic enter-

dom wilich. to operate. NurSery school attendance is not required

uric .aw a.n.d there arex no partictil.ar tasks these schools mdst 'per- _

'form. To at Least 6ne. of ,the parents whose children attended the
z.

:school described here, the purpose of nursery school was nothing more
-

than giving childreiii, an .opportunity to play with others' in their own

age. group. For others', the goal is a. very vague one, "nu-pre (knowledge
. ,

.. .
abo,ut, the 'world.': ManSt ,of the parents felt that the nursery school

. ,

shad flilfilled its responsibility if their childtfen returned home "kind,
.. .

courteous, and cheerful." Considering 'these dive4rgent parent opinions,

the nursery schobl imileminted its conception of an appropriate set of
. .

L t

#
experiences for the child. This involved dealing with -children ind

0,.strtiaturing the environment so as to limit experiences seen as ";anxiety-
.

producing:"'- The re-sult was a .wor/d whth was phenomologi&lly more

like a bureaucratic organiiation thhn a nursery school, with its non-

instructional emphasis.
.

*3
.

In -particular, the experiences which he nursery schobl pro-
,,

"... '

C
vided can be characterized in the follbwing ways: (1) limiting uncer-

tainty .(providing explicit rules, procedures, defining, relationships,
el

*
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expectations and approp"riate behavior); (2) limiting strangeness (mini:

mizing change. . . introducing new 'routines or sqngs and -gaMes slo

ly); (-3) limiting mystery (presenting the world as rational and
,

..

dane as opposed to' Inexplicable., fantastic, fright fling j; (4) limiting.,
... .-

,.-

coerci4:(by 'permitting ihe child as much fr.eedom of behawior as 'pos-.;
. , . 4 '!.. . t 0

sible and by aisg.uising use ,of .Potrer th cases when it was neCessary .
t -. . ,

. to control -behavior); (5) fimiting adcountabihty (the child was not. .9

considered responsible for any. deviant 'or anti-social acts, aggressive
,

behavior was attributed to Carelessness or accident); (6) limiting un-

pleasantness (this nureery school, probably like many other, did nc3t -

want children to engage ''irt unmotivated behavio;s-:-teachers attedipted

to make ''everything ffm for the *children, even potentially unpleasant

events, by making ern into games or insisting on their pleasurable

aspects); (7) limiting peer confliot( the school Ilde-emphasized cOhipeti-

tions--there were no gOld stars; no ISrizes and no winners--no child.
was considered better than any other and no child any worse or less

deserving; teachers attempted to maintain strict' equality with respeCt

to privileges and possessiorft; by providing a. large number of toys

ana a veit.iety of activities the ieachers hoped- to avoid conflicts over -

icarce resources).
, . .

Kanter niaintains ,thae. tli:, "oFganization child," like the C5,,:. 2; a re az a-.
. , -..., - , .

tiort man, is a§ked to 'accept organizational reality, adjust to rcutine,

take on a

and- guide

limited ra!ther than diffuse obligp.tion to the organization,

his/her behavicir by impersonal, universalistic prrnciples.

She argues, that the school discouraged the development' of

responsibility. Because the teacher consistently 'said that

personal _

some aggres-,

sive act was an accident, the children caAe io believe that they were

not responstible for the act. Kanter tates that.,the childten becaine

23 .
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very adept. at insistin "I didn't mean it," thereby a.bolving them-

selves from responsibility. Further, she argued that ,the school, provid-

.ed motivation for the chilsdren by makin things fun. The organiiation

children therefore need e5cperience ner compulsions to be moral,
p

to participate, to cobpdt'ate, or to hel keep the enterprise as a whole'
,

running smoothly; it was "ohly their xespdisibility, to look out for them-
.. , 2 ,

selves. This was the 'four4ear-oid equivalent of t'he "minimum accept-
.

.
,

,

able performance." For examplei--the children
.
often followed On the ,

I' ..
most. general procedural requirethent, such As being% present in a partt-
. .1. e
cular room at a specific time, but they then participated in group

) , . ,
activities or paid qttention to the teacher only if they felt like- it.

k
itd . .4

.
I Despite' the school's .intentions to reduce 'sstatus differences by

-
,

.
eliminating corn'petition and establishing norms for sharing and equal-

. ,
. . . .... zI,

ity, .chl.lciten still competed, in many cases to establIt'h a sUperior
....-

social's, position. Sometimes this was done thro.ugh "consiersion," by
.Z-T , . . .

identifying wall the teacher and correcting othe: children and remind-
st

r
.. . ,

X ing thern(4 rules. There was also one-upmanship:. "I ha.-?e an*.X?
. .. -

. I have a bigger X . or a newer X," and so ,forth. - Even
0

norms of sharing and equality :/..eie often used: to a child's advantage.
4

For example, a child might bring, a. possessioh from home and overtly. ,

share it with others but remind them constantly, of his munificence.

Different preschool, programs no doubt respond to the needs of
.--

young children and instruct themifin diverse way.s. No doubt some

programs stress .the importance of persbnal, internal realittes, and value

Zmique and petsonal human beffavior. Schools which ethphaSize these
.

Lotions would avoid prestructu'ring situations so that children could

build internal resource s. 'Such schools would deliberately cr.eate uncer-
0

tainty so that self-definition could occur, make children responsible

26,
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e

for their behvior, and would view a small amount of anxiety as pro-.

. .
. .,

- 1moting ,growth.
'1[

Kanter has ciPtectly noted that the r,epresentativ.en esS of thiS

'15articular school is unknown. For example, my daughter is enrolled

in a nurseRy school in which parents -have to ;help (on a rotating

basis) 4n the school program. This arrangement a'ssures .that, home.
. .teaching and school teaching will necessarily be, closer than is often

the case. Although the children have many free Achothes in this school,
, .

they alio -have a basic, daily struQture in which- behaviorar,routines

are' normalized and certain skins,' and expectations 'are taught: One
-

regular feature of this instructional ptogram is that the, teacher holds

a show and tell 'in which three-year-olds are expected to 'listen, fake

turns, and to participate in ai common school ritual. Teaching turn-

taking 'skills ("Listen?, you can sharelyour story in a minute," "Don't
,

take too long, everYbpdy wants to talk," "Thanks for thinking of some-%

thing that everybody "woLifd want to 'see") to _a'. group of three-year.-:olds-
.

- 1is 'inEredibly difficulty Although these 'young children have not per-
.

, .,

, ceived all of', the cognitive. aspects of turn taking, it is the case (now*.
*

.,.
Itafter 'several months of warm but persistent teaching) 'llat these child-)

. ..
4 .. ,

ren as a grodp have learned the ritual well. and are .competent and
.

entgusiastic about show and, tell and turn-taking activities.. ,Although
rat

' .
/

-the wisclOm of _teaching this skill in nursery schools is debatable, I

.
1

.
,

'would argue thaf its effect is not, problematic. That is, as will -be

shown -later, stu4ents who dan, wait, liSten,-and participate (in social=
.,

ly. relevant ways) are apt to be placed in higher reading groups than

are students who are as bright but who appear to -be less soda ly

&matur. \25



-Although it .is possible to find examples of many nmrsery schools
N.

thai are more demanding, it, still seems plausiiple to suggest', that the
,

nursery school 'experience described by Kanter is similar to what many

students encounter. Indeed, I lierieve she has fescribed th'e typical

nursery schocl setting'. The "work of nursery school" a's it o"ccurs in

the schooT described by Kanter differs subStantielly from ',the_ beliefs'

that many parents hold about how children should be instructed.

-Thus , the gap betw4en home and nursery school is a:n abrupt , experi-
, .

ence for at least many children who go from direct teacKing to more *

indirect teachIng (and in some cases to laissez faire teaching )'.
.

11#

Kindergarten

App.le and King (1977) 'contend that kindergarten serv,es as a,

foundation for tile years. of schooling, that follow, -and that elementary

school thildren who have attrided kinaerg.arter generally achieve betier

than children ,who haie not attended kindergarten. However; they
* - .

note that attempts to determine exactly whiicil kindergatten teaching.
teZhniquei and learning experiences contribute Most directly to later

achievement have not proved fruitful, They suggest that kindergarten

training appears to exert its most potwerful, lasting influence on the*

attitudes-, and the behavior .of the children by acclimating. studenti
,

to first2grade Environmerits.

They reportobservations and interviews of participants in one

, public school kindergarten class. They ,argue4 that in this class ttle
if>

socialization of children was an overt priority during the opening

weekS of school. The importapt skills that tile teacher expected the

children tO learn initially were to share, to listen, to put things

away, and to follow the classroom routine. Thus , her statement of her

26
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1 initial goals for the children also

ize& behavior in the Cla ss room .

24
_

constitutes her definition of social- .

Children had no part in organiiing classroom materials or in

.Making decisions, and the teacher made no special effort to make the

children Comfortable in the room nor to reduce their uncertainty a out

the scheduled activities. Note how this c'ontrasts with the nurse/-

. school 'described by Kanter, where teaaers tried to reduce childr n's

fear of uncertainties!). Note also how this ddfers from my daught r's

nursery school experience where students were getting demands for
-

listening skills; b unlike this kindergarten class, m? daughter's

nursery school class wias also getting the chance to make decisions and

choices. King ,and. Apple note that rather than moderating or changing

intrusive a§pects of the environment, the teacher required children to

accommodate, themselves to the materials as presented. For example,

when the noise of another class in the hallway distracted the children,

the,,.'teacher called for their attention; however, she did not close the

'dobr. During most of tne kindergarten session the children Vere riot

,perrnitted to handie 'objects, materials', and were organi2ed so that they

learned restraint. They learned to handle things within easy reach

onl2 Th" when permitted to do 'so' by the teacher: ey were also ptinished

-for .totiching things at the wrong time or not following -directions in

sequence. When olte little girl forgot where het assigned cubby was,

the teacher refused to permit a student teacher to label the cubbies.

She told the student teactier that the children must learn to remember

their assigned cubbies beCause that was their job.

, In, this classroom whole-class activities were stressed. Not only

wv every work aCtivity required, but every child had to start at

the designate& time. The entire class worked on .all assigned tasks
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at the same time. k Further, all children were required to complete

the assigned task during 'the designated work period. In a typical

.incident, on the second day of school \many children coinplained that
k

they neither could, nor wanted to, finish -a lengthy art project. When'

the teacher said that 4veryone must finish, one child who asked if

. -she could finish next time was told, "YOu must,finish now."

The product's or skills which the children exhibited at the comple-

tion of a period of work were intended to be identical or a,t least simi-

lar. The teacher demonstrated most- art projects to the entire 'Class

before the children got the materials.

Apple and King point out that activities in this class prevented

students from developing any pride in' the process of work per se.-

Diligence, perseverence, obedience, ands participation were ,rewarded.

These are characteristics of children, not of 'work. In this way, the

notion of excellept was separated frare that of suCcessful or accepta,ble.

workk and replaced by the criterion of adequate participation.

It seems strange that children gerierally receive direct teachirlg

and explicit socialization in their homes then -attend relatively unstruc-

tured 'nursery school, and, often receive unimkginative teaching directed
1,

'.at the entire class in kindergarten. Such a sequence of abrupt dis--
-

f

continuities in behavioral management -and instruCtional expectations
. a 4

would appear ,to pose some problems for certain students (Whit i ex-
.

pected of me? Do I follow 'directions only or determine my own sched-

ule?). Is 4,

However, I must emphasize the kindergarten experiences vary

widely (*although from my experiences many programs are similar to
Oa

the "everybody by the Trumber routine" described by Apple and King.

This variation among kii)derkarten programs is important and must be

28.
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considered in any analysis of first-grade students' priOr schooling
.. NIexperiences.

Florio (1978) described a different type of kindergarten class.
1

Her study is. based upon a tWo-year investigation pf daily life in' a
0

kindergartefi/firs`t-grAde classroom. In contrast. to the "everybody does
.

the same thing at th,e same, time in the same way style reported by

Apple and Xing, Florio foun,d that ca s,eries of conteXts for, interactions

comprised the day in" this .clasirbom..- Two different kinds of activity
. 4

were identifiedwhole-class, single-activity which is ,directed by the .

teacher; and more loosely organized, fAulti-focu5 activity in which the

children initiate activity outside the direct supervision of the teacher.

Hence, students in die class worked 'in multi-task settings (e.g., Bos-.

. sert, 1979) and were able to deArelop and use .a variety of social skills

as well. Florio alSo foUnd a general ambience in this 'classroom, in

contrast to the rigid attitude of the techer described by, Apple and

King (e.g., the teacher :requests_ that ..th children ignore noise . . .

but does not close the door).

Consider tiow the informal atmospher and choice, present in the

classroom depicted below differ from the class described by 'Apple and

King.

On a morning early in Septenther, the members of a kinder-

ten/first-grade class pursued tbeir activities. The room was

lively and open.. Children worked in small groups on tasks of

their own choosingdrawing!, building with blocks', role° playing

in a kitchen area, playing :games at tables. Ronnie, a. first

grader beginning his second year in, the class, wa's playing with

three peers. They were building a highway with woodenblocks
eto accommodate several small cars. Ronnie wa.s, a gregarious

2 ;)
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bOy, reputed to be a leader pi the class. .1* was one, of the

teacher's- favorites.

Nearby, the teacher was seated at a low table with three

girls:" They weie playing with a three dimensional tic tac toe

gA.me. Two of the girls .were first graders for whom the' game

was not very hard. Since the third,, Maria, was,..a kindergartner,

s the older girls consented to play .,rith Only- one dimension of the
. _

.game and to 'allow ,thte:cher to help Maria .plan her moves

. . . (.p. 1).

, Although the teacher is the locus of s9cial control in the class-
,"

room; complexity of work' time is jointly produCed by teaLher and child.-

ren.; Behavior- of children influence the teacher's signaling of changes

in activities. The primary means by which these shifts are cued are

the movements of teachr and children and calls .of the teacher's name.
4_

-Changes in the behavior appropriate to the. different contexts amount .
_

to changes-in th'e enactment of' status and role on the part' of the teach-
.

er aild children. Work, time is further --C-omplicated by the fact. that
,

it is constituted by .a. loose *coalition of student groups sharing limited

physical space. Participants from work time are accountable not only

.to the -teacher, but to one another in small groups, as they complete
'

activities.

In this crass, being academically and- socially competent entails

knowing wh'd.t context one is in, .a.rid wbat behavior, is appropriate

fbr a particular context. Since the activities and expectations are

varied, the students have to learn subtle differences f they are' to

succeed r
r

FloriO arguef that going to school involves more than the mastery

of Academic' content. ''Children must learn to become interactionally
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competent .members of the. .classroOm community. Interaction is a social,

actiN'fity comprised ,of the verbal and nonverbal behaviors 4ich people

-manifest and interpret in face-to-face encounters. It is a variable
yet sufficiently ordered to ,be sharea ,and passed cr, withiri coihmunities..

Talk; gesture, and use of phase orianize meaningfully by subtle rules

to which participants have been culturally conditioned. However, it
- .

is imperative to note that the differences ir the two kindergarten set-

'tings deacribed -abive are pronounced. Context differences across see-

-tings must be consi dered, as well as diffterence within settine.s. In

the class, described by Apple and King, students generally had to ,

accommodate teachers' interests and needs. In the classroom . described

b'y Florio, however, children had to adjust io the demands of Other

students as well as those of the teacher. These two .dla.ssrooms

cate that what one needs to learn to be competent and to do the work

in' kindergarten yaries, depending primarily upon the particUlar teach-
.

er and school that a student is assigned to.

First Grade

Although some educators believe; that school begins with kindergax-,

ten, almost all parents and educators realige that, formal instructior"

normally begins in first grade. Instructi,on in reading is 'particularly ,

imPortant. What, then, is learned in scilools at this level that is

distinctive from what is learned at home? Dreeben (1968) states ,that

"the school, then, is an organization embodiment of a Major

institution whose prime function is to bring about develcipmental chan
t

ges in' individuals. It is an ageney of socializ-gtion whose eask is
. .

to effect psychological changes and enable persons to make transitions

among other institutions; that is, to develop the capacitits necessary .

31
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for appropriate conduct in social settings that make different kinds of

demands on them and pose different kinds of opportunities" ( p. 3). -

This seems a: reasonable definition until one questions the nature

Of these psychological changes (some parepts want children to learn

only basic academic tkills; other ,parents wanr individual, creative,

,and, unique respontes developed). It is aiso difficult to specify the

diffesenv kinds of "demands" and "opportunities" to which Dreeben re-,

fers. I' suspect that Dreeben 's definitions were much more appropriate

in the eaely 1960 ' s, when schooli ' socialization role; was not shared

with othec child care agencies. Bec....use of the increating ,number of

families ,in which both parents work, more young children today are

attending nurgery schoOl or being cared for by adults r.)ther than their

parents than in the past.
Although it la4ks specificity, Dreeben' s discussion of school func--

tions is still useful. His work is an 'important reference.' b'e'Cause it-

provides an 'extended analysis..of what is learned in schools. Deeeben

acknowledges that not all families are alike; and he indicates that

some have many children, some have few, some have children widely

spaced in agt while the children .in others -are narrowly spaced. Some

have a parent absent : . . thus, depending on the actual family cir-

cumstances, there will be variations in the way children cope with the

family situation and hi the principles of conduct they learn to consider

appropriate. Similarly, schools differ. Some are large, while others

ate) small; some are, graded, some are ungraded; some employ ability

grouping, others do not; and teachers vary in their styles of instruc-7

tion and discipline.

Dreeben- notes that the strUctural characteristics of schools and

families differ in pOtable ways. First, families are unitary in their
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social organization tri the sense that they lack formally 4.Eined sübdivi-

sions. On the other hand, school systems are _divided into revel% and

30

%within each level in&o classroom 'units. The number of individuals
.4 '

comprising .the membership Of. classrooms is almost always larger than

that of families. The secOnd difference between home and school-is

that the- school provides a unique experience in 'establi`shing and sever-
Vfr

ing relationshil5s wi7 adults. That is, each year_ itie child gets a

new teacher( s) tp interact with. The third difference is that both in
3

terms of relative and ab'solute numbers' of adults and non-adults, there,

are fever adults per chird at school than af home. ChildEen thus have

fewer opportunities for ...individualized in.teraction with an adult at
:. ,

school.. Third, there is typical,iy a much more rigid pattern of eVents

in. schools. School is cyclical, in tt:tat nearly all-instructional events

take place during each five-day school week, and one week or one day
,. .is pretty much like another week or another day. Dreeben believes

. ;
, .,

-. that schools ar-e mcre heterogeneous than are homes. He further notes
. ,

...
. -

that affect is much mot aifficult to express in schools ,than at home.
A

Also, classrooms are settings in, -which teachers are expected to avoid
,

- .
establishing encititing relationships with pupils premised 'op. affections.

Another major difference is that the central atpect of schools is

instruction, and teachers assign Rupils specific tasks to 'perform and

then assess the quality of performance. According to Dreeben, in the

family the perfOrmance of.. day-to-day activities and\ emotional expres-
,

sion are equally imp'ortant; both must occur -if the meMbers are to sus-
.. .,

tain themselves. However, the schoOl' s explicit purpose ;and official

* reason for existence lies it the area of instruction. The school is an

organization concerned with the encouragement of activities in which

children demonstrate how well 'they can achieve. sIn so doing, pupils

;

0/-
t.
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distinguish themselves- from each other over a period of years on the
, ... - e

basis is.:q their achievement.. Although teachers are likely to consider

the quality of performance in the var_ibus cognitive activities moSt ser-
, f

iouslY (in recognition of iheir latter occupation importance), quality .i.s
...

not 'the. sole -iterion on which pupils are differentiated.

Dree n notes that what is learned in schools can be summarized
:. ..

- in four iiriportarv acts: (1) children, learn to act by themselves. (un-
.

lessaCillaborative effort is called for) a'nd to accept personal responsi-' ,. t
. . . :

7bility for their conduct and accountability fot its consequences);. .. .
4

(2) perform tasks actively arid master the environment according to

certain standards of excellence; (3) acknowledge the rights of others to

treat them as membe'rs of categories; (4) on the basis of a few discreet

charaCteristics rather than o the full constellatiOn of them that repre-
,.

sent the whole person.

Like Florio; Dreeben stresses that much classr000m behavior is

cbntextual in nature and students must learn how to distinguish one

context from andther. For, vample, he makes the important observation'

that the irony of cheating in school is that 'the same kinds 'of acts are

considered ?florally acceptable and even commendable in' other situa-

tions. For exampje, it is praiseworthy for one friend to assist another

In distress or fo a parent to -help a child; and if one la cks the info"-

matiOn. to ,clo a job, the resourceful thing is to look it. up. In effect,

.many school activitres called cheiiting are the customary forSs of sup:-

port and, assistance in the family an'd among friends. Only in rare
. 4

situations are .pupils expected to not enlist the aid of family and',
, . . ., .

frie,nds in -matters pertaining to work when that. aid is appropriate.

.Dreeben has described the modal aspects of schooling and how

t e, structures of schools and the processes that fake place in schools

3,;
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differ-fromc th6se in the home. His position is helpful in that it sug-
4

gests that home and school do differ in important 'ways (e.g., adult-
.

child roles; degree Qf affect). However, the development of new types

of preschools makes this contrast less _sharp than it perhaps, was in

the early 1960's. Furthermore, Varied 'and sometimes contradictory

demantls of family, day care, or nursery sc,00l are no doubt confusing

to -some students. SOme schools are permissive, unstructured., anti allow

students to express affect. -Other schools hold miniqthl academic expec-

tatIons for students. In such schools there is 'often less public evalua-

tion than in certain homes' (especially homes where parents frequently
kdemand that their children play the piano, dance, etc., when other

-
-adults' eriter the room).

My purpose here is not to quarrel, with Dreeben; indeed, his anal-

ysis .is admit-11)1e. The point is-. that most who have written about

?)
schoo'ls, whether curriculum reformers (new math, open schools), hunian-

.,
4

ists, geoetalcritics, or, lay persons . . . all have tended to describe
tik

- ci _- ..

1,
szschoOlS' or problems rn .eneral terms. As I 1emphasized earlier in the

paper, I find it ifficult to conceptualize- the "common aspects of

schools" because t he variance in educational settings is quite pro-.

,

nounced. Although it is not clear what impact the variations in school,

that I see and report on 'hav.e on ttudent beliefs and behavior, I. do

believe that there i considerably more variation in "school, routine"

' than is comenonly 'reported. in the- literature.

The perspective that a writer brtngs to the phenomena. no' doubt

affects -his or her interpretaiion of ihe literature. For example, in one

earlier report to the Commission, John Goodtad notedothat orlly a few of

.the Many teaching style that° are possible' are actually seen in the

classroom. agree completely With his observation; however, I would



add that th4 varition Within thtse feW forms are. Many and com-

plex.
,

What is critical is whether students perceive these "minor var.=

ialions" And whether they Influe student behavior afid achieve-

ment. Unfortunately, we do not ,haye data to answ,er this .point and ,

it nis poxsible to present views of sdhooling as either highl_si sintilar
se-

or hrghly. dissimilar,, .depending upon 'the impohance one attaches to..

the variations- in school form. The richnesd of redent observational -
.

i
.Istudies has convinced me that schools and classrooms differ n mpor-

tant ways. ,
. -

Culturally Different Students
0.

All students experience some psaontinuities as they move from
7

home to school. frlthough*the general language and ekpectations, of

home and school. are different, they are often "interpretable!' differences

(e.g. , a ,child is used to answering questions posed by adults, ai-

though the style of qtiestions may be different' across a dults ) . How-
.

e'ver, the transition between home and school may represent major hur-

dles for some students (including bright, capable students) because the
1.

general expectationS and process in the school differs radically from

what students have experienced at home.

Au and Mason (1981) examined the social organizational. aspects
s'

of classroom learning and found 'that poor school achievement by many

minority children is related to the nature of teacher-pupil classroom

interaction. Tlitese authors' interest in conducting rese.arch- on teacher-.

led group instruction was in part based upon earlier rese,arch;

For example, Good, Ebmeier and Eleckerman (1978) suggest that

academic engaged time might be a more accurate indicator of the, learn-
,

ing of low-SES than -of high. There is considerable 'evidence

that the rate ot students ' academiE engasement is higher when they
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Are being supervisea by a teachers than when' they are working in-
A

dependentli (Stallings. and Kaskowitz, 1974; 'Stallings, Cory, Fair-
iz

weasher,, and Neede16, 1977; Soar, 1973). .Finally, individual instruc:

. -- tion has urepeatedly been shown to be less effective than either small-
1* 0 .

O or large- group instruction, probably becau e other children grow inaf-,

tentive if left unsupervised (e.g., Stallings and Kaskowitz, 1974; Stall-, t

ings et a).., 1,77)-. .

Au and Mason. conclude-from these studies that if we wish to

increase the acacremic performance of elementary grade minority stu-

dents, we should provide- them with a substantial amourit of teachex-,
group activ ity. Rowelier, th,ey point out that ihese studies do- not

describe how the teacher should interact with sttidents and allocate

time during-..group inttrUction.

Au and Mason examined four videotaped reading lessons giVen

by two teachers to the same group of di;sadvantaged..seven-year-bld

Hawaiian students. One teacher (LC) 'had little contact in the past

with Hawaiian children, while the other 1HC) had worked. successfully
.

with Hawaiian students for "five years. Consistent with the back-

grounds, it was found that the two teachers managed interactions in

their lessons very differently. Teacher LC used, participation struc-.

tures which were familiar to her bue-which. mere not familiar to the

children. , Indeed, the participation struCtures used in her reading

lesson are coMmonly used with children from' the .mainstream culture;

, the major structure requires them to wait io be called on and igto speak

One at a time. On the ,othett, hand, Teacher HC conducted _most of her

lessons in a different partccipation structure, one which allowed the

children to -share tur-ns in joint performance. This structure followsa

4



interactional ?rules much like those in a talk story, a common non-class-

room speech event .for Hawaiian children.
4

4

In the "turn-taking" strudture, only a single personOteacher

or child) is alloiged to speak at a time. 'All others muit orient silent-

ly to the speaker in order tp show that they are paying attention. IT

.one of tilm wishes to speak, he ,or she must raise 'their hand and

wait to he nominated -bY the teacher. Although individuals' May not

be consciously &ware of the rules, these rules ,providi. participants
, e , . .

_ .

wftn ,certain communiôational rights as well ;as constraints (e.g2.,- . .

Schultz, Erickson and Floribi in yress).

The matjor 'difference between Hawaiian talk stories and main-

stream classroom speech events is lhat the former entail a high propor-
,

tion of turns, involving joint performance or the cooperative production

of response by two or more children, while the latter emphasize the per-,

formance of individugl children. The authors stated that the child-

ren's responsiveness in the reading lessorfs resulted from their being

permitted to build joint respOnses, either among themselves or together

with the teacher.

Unlike talk-story sessions, reading lessons involved instruction.

\ The teacher had to exert some authorit over the group of children
..

.
.

to ensure, that their ;/)eech (during the verbally productive talk story-
..,1

aike stnictures) iwas channeled toward academic ends . . . although
/

' thi confent of their answers wki almost always restrict d to teacher-.

.)chosen topics, the, form. of their response, including m ny types of

joint performance, was much less restricted. A child could reply inde-
.pendently of other children, receive heap, from others, and comment

on, contradict, or compliment the anqwers of others.

38
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Equal talk time was evident in the control exerted by the teacher

using Hawaiian talk stories and the alloCatiOn of tUrns and time given,

to each participant to speak. Teacher nomination' was used to equ.i.lize

the distribution of, turns among the children, \but not in a 'coercive

manner. Furthermore, the longest single utterance in the entire lesion

was a narrative told by one of the 'students, not a teicher lecture. ,

The equal time condition, then, applied to the distrfEiiition of talk not

only among the children, but atso between the teacher and the child-

ren.

Au and Mason found that in .LC!s, the highest proportion of time

(61%) was spent in the exclusive rights-volunteer structure. -The

teacher-directions structure took up the second largest percentage of

time (19%). Much less time was spent in the exrlusive rights-non--

volunteer structure and even less in the two stu&ent-initiation struc-

tures. In the lessons of Teacher HC, 41% of the time overall was occu-

pied by the open-turn structure and_23% was speint in the primary

rights-volunteer structure. A considerable amount, of ti-me (22%) was

taken up in silent reading. The silent reading fflay be as important

as the joint structure that' the author chooses to emphasize. The teach-

er direction structure occupied 10% of the time, !quite 'a bit less than

in the lessons of Teacher LC. It was found that the overall rate of

academic engagement was much lower in Teacher! LC' s lessons (43% of

the intervals, as opposed to 80% in Teacher HC'S lessons).

According to the authors, the results indicate that the social

I*aspects of lessons are as important as the instructional academic dimen-

sions. They also suggest ,that the, procedures tsed in this study (and

other qualitative studies) may be helpful in explaining problems of

schooling identified in mote uantitative studies. For example,
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previous research indicates that low-achieving students are generally

engaged in adademic work for less time than high achievers (Good

and Beckerman, 1978). Au and Mason suggest, that. qualitative studies

(especially those that focus on the social aspects of classroom learn-

ing) offer some explanations for students' differing rates of engage-
,

ment.

For example, McDermott (1976) demonstrated that top and bottom

reading groups may constitute different interactional environments,

directing the aitention of the participants to divergent kindsc/of prob-

lems. In the top group, reading problems served as the basis for mOst

of the teacher's responses to the children; the bottom group, manage-

ment, turn taking, and interruptions from children outside the group

occupied much of the time.

Au and Mason further note that the work of Mehan (1979) 'indi-
,

cates that discussion in conventional classrooM settings generally in-

vols a. two- or three--part sequence (the teacher _asks a question, a

student answers, and the teaGher may evaluate the student's answer).

This sequence appears to be very simple; however, it may cause many

problems for some children. For example, a child may need to know

how to bid for a turn and wait to be called on rather than interrupt-

ing the turn of another student. Schultz, 'Erickson, and Florio (in -

press) suggested that iome .g4iildren might lack this kina of knowledge,

because participation ,structures routinely used during specific phases

of home activities differ from those used at cdmiiarable times in class-
,

room activities. The data presented by Au and Mason suggest that the

difficulties experiended by minority children in dealir4 with convention-

al classroom participation structures are likely to be much greater

than those of other children. The culture of the school includes rules

4 0
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for appropriate beh&vior in face-to-face encounters, and some partidi-.

pants are better able to respond to these rules when they enter a

sthool setting .than others.

However, it should 'be clear that to particip,ate in instruction ,

includes both-academic knowledge and skills as well as' social skills

and knowledge. Competent students have both' sets of skills.'

Part. II: Variation in'Curricura.

and -Quality of .Teaching in Public SchoPls

In the first part of this' paper I discdssed variation in *education-
,

al ejxperiences 'students. have .before they enter public sChool: I argued-

that, at least for some students, there are sharp discOntinuities in '
,

1

the demandS plaCed upon them as they move from one, educational. set-
.

ting to another, Public school experiences are often dissimilar to ex-
.

periences young children have previously had. However, the 'dispari-
. ,

' ties- (incr'eased shild-adult ratio; increased public evaluation; etc.)
. ,between home and school are now fewer than they were in the past,

,

because Rore children* ai.e currently enrolling in preschool programs.

Even tholigh preschOols may .ease ,the-tra`nS.ition from home to school

in some. respects;. overall, they may be more confusing than herpful

at, least for so.me, students (i.e., they expose Children to a wide range.

df 'behavioral and academic expectatons. At a minimum, ,ieachers and

pcilicy makers 'Rust realize ._th-at preschool ot:, kindergarten attendance
_-

does hot gdara.ntee that .e,',11 i1dren have learned to behave appropriately.

in a particular first:grade Classroom.

Acadeink Content

AY What' are pupils to. master 'during their aCademic years? Answers

to this question in .the Unjted States vary both Within and across spe-
,

.*
cific states. In some state, Ithe curriculum in certain subjects is

.
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reasonably explicit. However, it slysuld be clear that there is not

only variance in general curriculum goals across states, but that the

"intended curriculum" in many states is stated in varied ways by par-

ticular school districts. Variation in curricula between and within

states is perhapS nOt surprising, but recent evidence suggests that

in ,niany states the curriculum offered may vary significantly within

a school district, and often even within a school (e.g., two first-grade

teachers in the .,::.arrie building'place different emphasis upon panic liar

subjects, see Carew and Lightfoot, 1979).

Brophy (19821 has argued that teathers in some schools are al-

lowed more, latitude in deciding upon the curriculum than is the case

in many school di'stricts. Hence, what children areL exposed, to depends

upon,the curriCulum decisions that his or he; classroom teacher makes.

Also., since many 'teachers are dependent upon the textbook (and the
4

associated teacher' s manual for instruction), the particular textbook

chosen by the teacher (or the school or district) exerts a heavy iriflu-

ence upon what is Pearned.

Hence, classrooms*vary in the intended curriculum they plan Lto

implement, as Brophy. (1982) notes. Howeyer, they also vary in hw

much of the actuV. curritulum they present. That.is, teachers riot,

'only vary in instructional intent ( e. g. , one sixth-grade te,acher ic;laces

emphasis upon writing;, whereas, another emphasizIs literature analy-.__. -

sis), they also vary in how much of, the school da J is actually placedr
on instruction.

For example, John Goodlad, in' an earlier presentation to the

Commission, reported that 'i)n some scnools only 18i hours were spent

in instruction each week (although 25 hours was the required minimum)f,

43% of the resources in one, high school ifas devoted to vocational



education. Others have also commefrited upon how widely time -allocated

for'instruction (as 'well as how well allocated time is used) varies
from' teacher to, teacher -(e.g., Caldwell 6et al., in prest). Two'children

Alt

who live in adjoining houses and who attend the same neighborhood
school maY receive . varied curriculum %ecause of the particular teacher
they are assigned it.

Part of the difference in curriculum received by the two students
referred to aboVe would be due, to differenceS in teachers' .managerial

(M-ore time is spent on instruction); however, part of the dif/-
ference 'in curriculum is due to beliefs an'ci preferences (How enjoyable
is it? How important is .it?) that. teachers hold for particular subjects
(e.g., see Buchmann and Schmidt, in progress). Also, a% prciphy (1982)

-
argues, the curriculum 7ari.'es because teacherb subject matter
and skill varies. Teachers erroneous beliefs about subject matter

and/or the extra knowledge they bring to a particular subject makes
.learning about "science" (values and, beliefs about what science means

as well 4s content in particulex areas) in one classroom different, than

in another class.

- Teachers in some instances 'further reduce the intended curriculum

by the differential way in -which instruction is ipresented to different

groups of students (students believed to be quick learners and students

believed to be slow learners are the most ncitable cases lthough sex,

race and other individual characteristics are sometitneS associated with

differential teaching behavior. Such differences in curriculum to stu--
7dents in the same class is most apt to be seen in classes where teach-,

ers group by ability for: instruction.

As a case in point, Confrey and Good (in progress) observed

instruction in Seventh-grade English 'and' mathematics classes and
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interviewed some of the students in high and low groups each class.

They believe that thi intended curriculum is eSpecially likely to be

distorted because . of the ways that teachers interact with low-group

students and the kinds of tasks they assign these ,students. In gener-

al, they 'found that content presentation to low-achieVirrg students often

results in content fragmentation, mystification, repitition, low quanti-
.

ties of thebry, and limited exposure to powerful or integrating concepts.

Confrey and Good found that students in low groupsjnclasses grouped

by ability end up spending t of their time working on' repetitive

drill' activities which are inadequately presented and discussed and

inadequately, tied tO relevant integrating concepts, so.' that the intended

benefizz from them is unlikely to be received even. if the activitres are'
,*()-done 'correctly.

Lanier et al. (1981) found that much more time working on repe-

titive drill was' inore characteristic of instruction in general mathematics
>

than in algebra classes. Hence, whether students are grouped for

instruction within or between classes there. often is less focus on theory

and. meantng -(but more drill and practice) for students believed to

be lower achievers.

In addition, teacher failure .to explain- the purpose of activities

adequately often produces diScrepancies between the meanings of those

activities as seen by the teacher and the stu dents. Fpr example,

Confrey and Good observed one teacher to assign tw lve

problemS to her low: group. Instead of, having theiii do the 'problems

as written , however, she had them round ciff the prob.:.:ns. ,ThiS

was intended as an exercise to strengthen their estimation skills and

increase their efficiency at long division. Once they completed the

rounded off versions of the 'problems, they then were expected to

4
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cogiplete the original problems and compare the strategies and .answers.

However, these intentions were never communicated to, the students,

and interviews with stu4ents inaicate'd that they interpreted the pur-

pose oi the rounding-off aSsignthent as providing _them with easier

problems to work _on. Furthermore, observations vindicated that most' o'
1 ,

`the 'students did the first set of,:. problems on'one side of the page and

the second set on the back, so that they never cdmpared their strate-
,

gies sand answers's to the two forms of the problem and thus never got

the intended benefit from-the exerc-ise:

In another example; the teachers ,used tests emphasizing primarily
9 ,

peed rather than' power to group students for mathematics, conveying

ate impression that mathematics involved solvini problems not only

accurately: but quickly. What, is mOre, students in the low groups were
'

observed to spends much of theig seatiwork time, attending to what was

being said in the high group, so that onlY a portion. of their seatwork

ti*e was spent doirig their astignment. Often they hot .even finish

their assignment because they spent moit of their seatwork time listep-
.trig in on the interaction between the teachs:r and the high group. The

teacher was mostly unaware Of this but was aware that the low group

students seemingly were having difficUlty cdltpletirig their assignments

within the available time, th,us reinLorcing 'her low opinion of. these

stUdents ' Inathematical abilities.

Pull-Out Instruction t

Ironically,. some studentsi'may receive less and/or different

Instruction because of the attempt to provide students with more as-

sistance. Hill and. Kimbrough (1981) studied pull-out instruction in

schools that operated four. or more categorical (speciaL need) prOgrams.

State and district adminiStrators had identified these schools as ones
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experiencing 'difficulties in administering multiple categorical programs

(hence, the' sample may not represent, all school districts). Case study

4ata were collected in 24 elementary schools in eight school .tlistricts
.

across the nation..

These investigators found that pull-out programs posed" prOblems

for students who received special asAstance at well as for regular

teacher's. In spme schools, children were out of classes for categorical
9

programs so frequently that teachers had their. total classes only if
.

hours daily a.nd therefore Were unable to implement the ate mandated

curri.culum.. Fragmented instruction was espeCially&A, problem 'for His-

panic students because they qualified for so many special programs.

(six .or seven daily! )..s Indeed, even' though many Hispanic students

had 'attended school for five years, they had received no formal ihstrut-
-

,tion 'in science or todial studies. Special programs were Le_placila,,

not supplementing, the core curriculum for ma-ny students.'' Because

of scheduling problems (created by multitpl% pull-outs ) many distrIcts

allowed special categorical programs °to replace core programs. Many

l9y-achieving,. disadvantaged students thus received'pnly special in-

struction, tbough they were entitled to regular instruction in math

,and reading as well as supplementary instruction in those subjects.
,

When students did receive 'both regular and supplemental , instruc-

tion, they were still not well,rseryed. Kimbrough and Hill found that

in seyeral cases incompatible teaching methods and materials were used

in special and regtilar classrooms. H,ence, many cllildren became con-

fused by conflicting approaChes taken by special and 'regular teachers..

Conceptual learning would be ,especially difficult for students who re-
,

ceive conflicting 1,nformation (i.e. , it is hard 'enough to learn the con-

cept of fractions without being taught conflicting. conceptualizations

at the same title).

46,,
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. Finally, it should be noted that KimbroUgh arid Hill's 'data clearl'

ly indthate that, in addition to the instruct+al ambiguities that, may
.

- .

.>.

.be inherent in NI 11-out programs, disadvantaged, students are segreiat-
)

ed 'from more adVantagea pupils for much of the st..hool. day.
1 ... I . .,

.

Ligon and Doss (1982) reached similar conclusions in their- exami---... s.

nation of Title 1 programs in grades 1-5 in the Austin, Tekas indepen-
,

/,rdent school district. They found that Title 1 instructional services

were not supplementary to regulat services but instead sUpplanted the
4 '. etregular program. Students who attended more than one compensatory

program actually received less regular instructional time than students

who were enrolled in only one ,pro'gram.

*The dis,ruptive effects of pull-out instruction are demonstrated

one class in an ethnographic study by Florio (1978). She writes:

"ms. yright's classroom' presents evidence of- the' gradual
estlishment of contextual expectations among children even dur-
ing events like worktime in wiriCh the constituent contexts are
not discussed by participants. As has been suggested above,
the expectations re most -visible when they are violated, Recall,
for example, tillft Ms. Wright's class exists within a Title I school
where there are many opportunities for tutorial help and, enrich-
ment outside of regular class 'activities. Children come and go
from the room with great frequency and in large numbers for
bilingual class, remedial reading .and math, speech and,: pivsical
therapy. At first glance such coriings and goings would not
appear to disrupt an event which is Is 'open' as worktime.
However, we now. know enough aboUt. the subtle, complex organiza-.'
fion of worktime to recognize that it can, indeed, be interrupted.
The teacher's resistance to interruption and what happens, when'
interruption occurs serve to illustrate' the contextual- expectations,
that teacher and children come to share in the course of a year
of 1.::forktimes. The following examples illustrate:

. 'Worktime was interrupted this morriing by a trip to a .

- bake sale held by some older children in another part of
the sschool. Ms. Wright, mentioned the bake sale during the
first circle. Howevetz,' at 1:p, while the children Were
engaged in worktiriie activities, Ms. Wright attempted to
call everyone together to get their money and leaye for
die bak.e sale. She said, 'Alright, would everyone go and k

sit on die rug for a see?' At this" point some children"-
did go to the rug, but many did not. They began to clean "

up insteaxl, even though theii activities had barely gottyi

.4
.1
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,stärted. Ms. Wrfght had to remind, them that -they would be
returning to' worktime after they had finished visiting the
34,ake sale (Field Notes, 10/21/75).

On aribiher day, an anticipated interrupti6n Of worktime
made it difficult for the chirdren to become foctised on their work-
time tasks. Although the teacher does not talk about worktime
hav.ing a focused time, she lamented its absence explicitly on Q

this -day:

.Today, the' teacher and children' knew in advance
that their worktimes-would be interrupted by a teip to the
auditorium where class photographs would be taken. They,
were informed by the principal that he would tall over'

-the public address system when the photographer was ready
for. them. ,The children had come to school dressed for
the occasion., They were reminded .by Ms. Wright that,
since they were dressed in good clothes, they should be
careful during yiorktim'e. As a res'ult, wo-rktime was physi-v
cally subdued. It appeared that the 'impendi-ng, interruption
of worktime was making it difficult for Ms. Wright and
the children to focus on activities and to get involved in
theth. The level oL ambient noise -was high and there was
a lot of wandering. Finally, in ap exasperated tone of
voice, Ms. Wrig4t said, 'I wish I knew what etime they're'
gonna do this so I could plan ,something!' (Eield N`oteu,
3/5/76).

$

Finally, even ivhen the special activity which will,interrupt
worktime occurs right in- the classroom, it is potentiallY trouble-
some. The following incident is an example:

. ,

A math tutor_ whom Ms. Wright had never met came
in during worktime -toclay tcy announce that several students
would be receivink extrd help in the room during two morn-
ings each week.. Ms. Wright, who has frequently voiced
objection to the removal of so many of her students to work
with .specialists at the expense of their opportunity to engage
in 'activities with -their own teacher and classmates, 'was
likewise resistant to the idea of in-class help. Although
the math tutor .§aid, 'I'Ve worked 'tn open classrooms be-
fore, it will be no problem!' Ms. Wright disagreed., She

'cited the following objections:

(1) it would be 'too noisy asncl distracting' for the
special sthdents as well ,as for the rest Of the
class;

(2) it ./ould be 'breaking up (her] time' with the
class;,

.(3) she said, in concluding, 'I know Clarice (the/
school psychologist) wants people in, the room, but

.

The tutor,recalled the inttial objections of other teachers,
buttinsisted that 'open cla- .00ms' posed no such problems-.

4 8*
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Ms. Wright reiterated.that there were times of the day which
'shouldn't be interrupted. %They &4erned havini decided
that the children would be tutored out àf the room and
at a more opportune time. Ms. Wright, cever; toldvie
that she was determined to take the--matter 'to the office' °
Field Notes, 11/18/75).

.

Given what we now know- about the organitation of. work-
time, we ean Understand Ms.. Wright's objections. They are not
instances of arbitrary resistance tO the tutor 's help. We see
that Wright is attempting to protect the integrity of ,an impor-
ta.nt interactional- event . in her room, -an event which she and
the children. are managing as a 'series of contexts about. which
there are shared expectations. :To preserve worktime ,as it -his .

come to be known by the students, she must insure that the con-
texts through which children pass in its course continue to exist.
Personnel and social relations as. well as activity in physical
space play important roles in the nature of those contexis" (p.
145=148).

Ironically, then, it seeffis that children who appear to be in

most need a additional instruction time often receive less ratifer than

more instructional help. However, other possible problenis are also

created for those students and their teachers by pull-out instruction.

Children who perhaps have the fewest time-management skills must know

'when to leave, class, when to 'return, and must negotiate with their

teachers about work' they have inissed (while oiit of the room.). Also,

, these students have to return to their regular rooms and .no matter

how carefully they enter the classroom, it is likely that their re-entry

often disrupts regular classroom activIties. 'Considering Jeachers ' gen-

erally.knegatiye reactions toward interruptions and pull-out programs .

(As noted by Florio), it is likely that they may react negatively when

students try to find out what woriCthey need to make up. Even though
fr

teachers ' reactions may be due more to .the ,prograni and. the interrup-

tion than -to students, pupils may view themselves as causing the teach-

ers ' irritation.

Although no studies have directly examined this question, it seems

likely that students in pull-out instructional programs will feel spme

49
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tension when they enter and leave the classroom. Mary* Rohrkemper

(personal communicatin) reports that in tonmersations with her, stu-

dents- have commented about the Unpleaiantness of returning to the

regalar classroom ("Everybody knew where I had been."). .

Florio's anafysis would also" suggest that perhaps the sbiggest
,

,

loSs for `the gull-out student is less access to the social language and.
the socie identity of 'his/her clas§room 'group. That \is, the student's

frequent absence from the room will guarantee an inability to partici-
.

pate in decisions about how the classroom rules nd norms evolve as
,

well as the chance ,to learn more refined kn6wledge about tiie implicit

norms 'of 1Dehavior that the tia her (and fellow' students) associate with
,

certain .classrooin contexts. Hence, .the pull-out arrangement works
.

to virtually assure that the student will be deprive' of valuable social '

knowledge about the clássmorn and lack of such knowledge, makes 11

likely 'that the student will violate teacher and/or peer expectations.

Gifted Students May Also Saffer

The illustration of pull-out of low-achieving students is 'but a

single instance of the general argüment .that .greater diversity and,

more bureaucracy causes manageMent.,problemi and inevitable fpiction

between the regular program (classvoom). and the gpecial prograni

a gifted program). Even relatively powerful students t.apt to be

victims of such tensions, at least on occasion.

Movement in and out of the room is often reacted to negatively

by teachers, independent of the status of the student involved. For

example, in informal contact with several gifted gull-out programs,

(gifted students are removed from the regular classroom for a few hours

each week), I found that gifted instructors routinely experience great

- difficulty in coordinating the few hours that ? they teach each week

50
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1..f.ith the regular classroom teacher. The irritation of the pull-out

itself arid the reteaching and/or reassigning of materials associated
,

with it are so great that students who are generally positively pe'r-
t-- .

ceived. by teachers have difficulty obtaining assignments and 'in making

up wprk assoCiated with tasks that they missed. it i; thus not uncom-

mon that gifted students have 'to pay a price in (terms of more negative

interpersonal relations with, classroom teachers Aft-len they participate
._

in pull-out plstructional programs. Even talented, resourceful, and

confident elementary school children have found. it uneomfortable (and

mhy avoid do.ing so) tà confront regular classroom teachers about unfair

practices. (e.g., testing over material presented when they were in

.the ultLout gifted slass).

Teacheros may be' sornewhat more likely to express their negative

attittides toward pull-out programs generally when, interacting with
.-

"lOw" -thlan "high" pupils because these students are involved in more

programs and because they ?have less power. Alsd, beeause' they have

less developed social ,skills (and of cotirse absence from regular classes

denies then the chance to develop such skills! ), it seems more likery
,

thatk th4e stvdents will experience ir terpersOnal difficulties.
,. .1

Mainstreaming
,

Mainstreaming, is another law designed to imprdye the educational
v

'. lives of "studehts (just as ,the, intent *of pull-:out instru'ctiOn was to
/... . .,

. .

. . ,provide students with additional instructional .assistance). In particu-

lax, the intent of publi.c law PL 94-142 was to place students Who had
a'

been removed

of alleged handicapping conditions (physical or mental) back

into the classroom. The intention was to place "handicapped" students

rm regular classrooms and regular instructional programso

5
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iri the least restricted environment and to allow them to receive normal
-i..uction with regular students whenever possible.

The effects of mainstreaming appear to be problematic (in some

classes with certain teachers, it works, well; in other classes it has

negative effects on all students). `4-lowever, perhaps a more telling

argumpnt is ,that mainstreaming legislation may have increased the

frequency with which students believed to be less capable receive inH

struction segregated fror6 students believed to- be more capable.

Sarason (1982) put it this way: 'yhat the law .intended and
.

my experience bears out, is that the number Of segregated individuals

should be reduded somewisr , however,there has beerk

an increase in the number of ip_ecial tiroirams housed outside of the

regular classroom" (13. 253).

Sarason's 'experience has led him to cOnclude that students are

often denied instructfon to which they are entitled and access to in-

struction with students believed to be more capable. However, 'if dis-
.

advantaged students do gain access to regular instructional programs

it is not entirely clear lat they witl benefit 'educationally. For exam-
.

. _

ple, there is a lorig history of tracking and ability-grouping instruc-

tion that suggests,thatmany stritlents in the 'same scho'ol are exposed

to dramatic'ally different insiructional expectations and experiences,.
011,

The 'Effects of Ability crouping and Tracking

Yet another reason that "regular" students receive less or differ-*

ent instruction in some classes is because of tracking arid ability

grouping. Students are ,often segegated for instrUction in American

schools. The impact of heterogeneous or homogeneous grouping (on

the basis of measured aptitude or students' previous achieveMent his-

tory) has been a frequently examined but inconclusive research area.
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The difficulties of -reviewing and synthesiz/ing this research have been

commented upon elsewhgre (e.g. , Good and Maershall, in press; Esposito,

19734 Rosenbaum, 1976; Persell, 1977). /espite the complexities of

the researeh issues einbedded in this p4rticular question, recent inves-

tigators and reviewers have gun to /reach the conclusion that the

effects of ability grouping (teaching only students of similar ability

in an instructional setting) do not have much, 'if any,- positi ir)e effect

upon students who possess relativgly. . high and medium levels of ability
.

.
but often have quite harmful effects upon the ackievement of low, stu-

dents when they are placed into flomogeneous, low-ability grouped clas-

ses for instruciion.

Good and Marshall (in press) hive noted that the ill 'effects of

teaching _low-ability students in the same group are clearly demonstrat-_ _

ed if one examines only the literature that has inclu'ded observational

measures. The research that has exarnined what takes place in tracked

classes and during group instruction when stu-dents are grouped on

the basis of ability, consistently illustrates that students who are

placed into low groups get less exciting instruction, less erhphasis

upon meaning and conceptualization, and more rote drill and practice

activities. It is beyond the scope of this paper to review this litera-

ture; however, it is instractive to examine one research study that

illustrates why the segregation of students from regular instructional

activ es seldom works.

ne of the mOst interesting studies of instruction in high and

1:ow first-grade reading "groups in one classroom was_ coriducted by Eder

(1981). This study. is chosen for attention because, it looks at both

student and .tealher variables as explariations for what,. takes place

during reading ,instruction and, in general, provides a comprehensive

4.1.
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examination of instructional process. She foun'd- that students who were

likely 'to have difficulty in learning to rea51 generally were assigned tb'

groups whose soCial context was not very conducive to learning. In, .
part, this was because assignments to first-grade, reading groups were

based upon kindergarten teachers ' recommendations, and a major criter-

ion of placement was the maturity Of' ttie, students as well as their

perceived ability. Other: research__ has suggested that initial pla'cement

of students into, groups .by teachers is dependent upóti -their learning

stylnd level of maturity as. well, as their ability.

Mos ofkthe students ih the study were relitivery-'-'-hoTS.geneous"

in terms of their academic 'ability and socioeconomic background (stu-
vi.

dents were from middle-class homes). Importantly, none of ihe students

could read prior to entering first grade. Their progress In reading

could therefore plausibly be 'related to the reading instruction they:

received in ,first grade. No doubt there wre differences in reading

potential among students, but these students weee all basically ,non-

readers at the beginning of the- year. Despite the relative hotogeneous

nature of this student population, the first-grade teacher still grouped

pupils for reading instruction.

She studied reading group behavior throughout the year using

qualitative and nuantitative Obseryational codes and made videotapes -of

many reading group sessions.' Videotapes enabled Eder to examine

processes repeatedly and to More easily study instruction from a var-

iety of perspectives teacher as reinforcer, the social structure

of group, etc. ).

Behavioral Differences

Eder found that the teacher discouraged interruptions of -a stu-

dent's oral reading turn within the high group blit not in the low



group, . It is her belief that- the teacher ma'y have' been concerned
.. -

with Maintaining the interest of the loW group during other students'
-1\,

. reading turns (in general, their reading turns ,tended to be longer

and filled,. with More pauses);* the teacher may Aso have thought that

low's had lest intrinsic interest in, the material; therefore* she was

more willing ta encourage most forni's of participation or responses from

low students butdemanded more appropriate behavior and responses

, from highs.

In terms of the ski11 and attitudes of students in the low reading

grouf5s, Eder 11981) states that the most immature, inattentive students

:were assigned to flow groups.. It was almost certain that the teacher'
.

would .haVe more- managerial, problems, (e.g., . distractions) with this

giroup .t/fan others, especially 'early in the year. Indeed, ,because,
the teacher Was Often distracted frOm a itucient 'reader in the' low group

who was responding (because of the need to 'manage other students

group)., students often provided the correct word for the reader.

.Readers were not, alloWed time to ascertain words on their own; even
.

though less than a third of the students interviewed reported that they

Iikea td be helped because the., thought this interfered with their sown

learning. Eder's work indicates that low students had less .time than

highs to correct their mistakes before other students and/or the teacher
t
intervened:

Eder also found that -students in the low group spend 40% of their

listening, time not attending to the lesson (versus 22% in the high

)group . Low students frequently read out of turn, adding to the gener-

- al confusion. Eder reports twice as many teacher "rnanagerlal-acts"
,

in the low group as 'in the. 'high group (137 verkus 61), and found
.o

that turn interruption increased over the course of the year. bue

4
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group. It is her belief that the teacher may have been concerned

with maintaining the interest of the low group during other studenie'

reading turns (in general, their reading turns tended to be longer

and filled with more pauses); the teacher may also have thought thg

lows had less intrinsic interest 'in the material; therefore, she was

more willing to encourage most forms of participation' or responses from

low students but demanded more appropriate behavior and responseS

frczm h.ighs .
.7

t
In terms of the, skills and attitudes of students in the low reading

grouPs, Eder ( 081) states that the most inimature, ,inafteniive studenis

were assigned to ldw groups. It wa.s almost certain that the teacher
.

would have more managerial problems (e.g., distractions) with this

*group. than others, especially early in the, year. Indeed, because

the teacher was often distracted from a student reader' in the low group

who was responding (because of the need to manage other students

in the group), students often. provided the correct w'ord for the reader.

Readers were not allowed time to ascertain words on their own; even

though less than a third of the students interviewed reported that they

liked to be helped because *th.ey thoUght this inter. fered wio- their own

learning. Eder's work indiOazes that low' students had less time than

highs to correct their mistakes oefore other students and/or the teacher

intervened.

Ede'r also fourid that .students in the low group spend 40% of their

listening time not attending to the lesson (versus 2% in the high

*group). Low students frequently read out of turn, adding to the geneff

orts twice as many teacher "managetial acts"al confus; 1. Eder rep

in the lo group as in the high group (157 versus 61), and found

that turn interruption ,increased 'over the cours

5

of the year. Due
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to management pro iems, frequent interruptions, and less serious' teach-
. ,

ing, tow students nay inadvertently have been encouraged to respo.nd

to social and procedural aspects of the reading group rather than aca-*-

demic tasks.
/

Conceptualizj,hg and describing what students learn in going to

school is a very 'difficult task. Howeve, it seems plausible to argue

that one of the effects of being in high arki low reading groups in

the Classroom s-tucty by Eder is 'that students were learning 'different

norms for attention. In essence, stuaents in the low reading group

were being encouraged to be inattentive; whereas, students, in tile high

group were learning to attend to instruction during group settings.

The extent to which these morms were being transferred to other subjects

and to other classrooms is unknown; however, it appears that the inter-

ruption strategy that the students are learning will provide them with

some sharp discontinuities .and difficulties in at least some instructional
4

settings. iAlthough Edet. tand Felmlee (in press) convincingly argue

that the norm of_ attention is being learned, I suspect that other norms

are being learned as well ("It's okay to think" versus learning to

depend on others in difficult or ambiguous situations). "SuCh differen-

ces I believe ultimately contribute to st..dents developing . either a pas-

sive or proactive 'oxientation toward learning.

There is ample and compelling anecdotal. evidence to suggest that

once students are removed from the low reading grouP that they can

respond in better and more appropriate ways. Eder ,and Felmlee (in

press) found that when a student (in the study described above) was

moved from a lower, to a higher group that his attention ,during reading

grc, .p instruction imprcoved over time. Similarly, Weinstein (1982) found

that when a student in a low group was moved up (and in this case
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the-teacher wad reluctant 'to make the change), student performance

expectations and, achievement improvea notably. Hence, there is case

study data to show that when a student is moved into a higher group,

achievement indreasts. Presumably,' as Eder argues, the ecology of a

low, group works ,to sustain ari environment in which it is more difficult

to learn.

Hi.gh Achievers and Ability Grouping

Assignment to .ability grouping impacts the children's education

lives from all socioeconomic levelsas well as all r'acial and ethnic

groups. ,It is important to note that the influence works in a relative

and not in a totally absolute fashion. That' is, in the. richest school

districts it is not uncommon that the children of 'bright) talented, and

successful professionals are Placed in the bottom reading group, not

because they are not capable of readi,ng, (in Vale schools virtually all

siudents come-to school reading but are still grouped). Hence, stu-
.

.dents placed into the low group are taught with 'a group of Students.

- that are relatively less talented (.even though stuaents who are placed

in the low group in One school 'district would be considered model stu-
,

dents in another) suffer status differences in the class and perhaps

pick up subtle cues from parents and teachers ,thlit they have a prob-
'

lem ("Art you perhaps not trying hardenough?,"). It seems that such

children are prime candidates to become "under achievers" becauit it

may be easier to be passive and to feign indifference rather than to

try and to risk failure. One wonders' how much potential hnd creativ-
. .

. \...
.

ity is wasted by the unneces4ary and preMature assignment to ability

groups in firSt grade classes.

Also, it should be noted that because of, group placement these

students suffer from the fact that they cannot work with students who
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have somewhat better social .and academic. skills- (e.g., skills for ob-

tai,ning information from adults). If allowed to work with these .stu-

dras ho are effective Fole models'i, it would be probable that talented

youth who are pla,sed iy(to low groups would develop much more useful

social informationf,than they do presently (e.g.., learn how' to ask a
.-,

question in a way that the teacher answers and does not perceive the

question as needless or. aggressive; to fearn when not to ask questi&ns;
,

learn how to get information from other sources, as Well as how to

"self-Motivate" and "self-evaluate").

teacher' Expectations

Even when students receive instruction in the same group, it does

not assure ("that students will receive the same or appropriate treatment

in all classes. In the last fifteen years there have been many studies

that have examined. the relationship between teachers' beliefs abOut

individual students ' achievement level arid classroom .interactions that

teachers share with students believed to be high and low achievers.

For example, some tim_e ago Brophy .and Good -(1970) expressed a model-,
A

for. studying .the relationship between teachers' achievement beliefs for

individual students. and classroom behavior. The model appears as fol-

lOws: A

1. The teacher, expects specific behaviOr _and:achievement from

particular students.

2; ;Because of these varied expectation, the teacher behaves

differently toward different students.

3. This. tgreatment .communicates, to the students what behavior
"

and achievement the teactier expects 'from them and, affmts their self-.

cohcepts, achievement =motivation, and levels of aspiration.

5u
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4. If this' treatment is con.sistent over time, and-if the Students
.

do ,not resist or change it in some way, it will shape their achievement

and behavior. High-expectation students will be led to achieve 'at'

high levels, whereas the achievement of low-expeclation students will

decline.

5. With 'time, students' achievement and behavior will conform

more and more closely to the behayior originally expected of them.

In 'subsequent work- (e.g., Brophy and Good, 1974; Good, 1981;

BroAy, 1982, Cooper and Good, in kess), ..it has become clear that

the extent to which teachers overreact to differences that students bring

tc the classroom (such that' students' behavior and achievement ts un-

duly constrained) appears to- be an individual difference variable (it

has been estimated on .the basis _of- many. studies ,,that perliaps one-third

of teachers interact with students believed to be low achieving

in ways that will sustain low achievement) . Although the way in
.

whicfi this take§ praCe varies 'widely, some of the ways in which teach-
( 4(

ers_ have been folind to exnress low expectations can be ex.pressed in

the following. ways:

1. Seating sjow students farther from the, teacher or in a group

0naking it haraer to monitor low-achieving students or treat them ,as
,4*

2. Paying leis attention to lows in academc situations tsrhiling

..less often and maintaining less eye 'contact.).

3. Calling on lows less often to answer classroom questions or

Make public demonstrations.

4. Waiting less time for lows to answer questions.

5. Not staying with lows in failure situations (providing clues,

asking fellow-up qu,?stions).

6 0,
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6. Criticizing lows more frequently thin highs for incorrect pub-..
lic responses..

.7. .P'raising lows less frequently than highs after successful

public responses.

8. Praising lows more frequvtly than highs for marginal or

inadequate pubhc responses:. ,

9. Providing low-achieving students with less accurate and less

detailed feedback than highs.

0.- Failing to provide lows With feedback about their responses

more frequently than highs.

11. Demanding less work and effort from lows than from highs.

12, Interrupting the performance of low achievers more frequently

thans that of high 'acI)ievers.

Unfortunately, the effects of diffehntial teacherbehavior on student

behavior., attitudes, perceptions and achievement have not been studied

systematically. However, there is growing evidence that students are'

aware of differential teacher behavior and -that certain practices have

negative effects on students ' beliefs and achievement (s.g., Weinstein,--

19A4A

What students learn over time (e.g., what they conclude from

specific patterns Of behavior they receive) about the mearahg of school

work and their role as a student is uncertain, and we have no re-
,

search evidence about when and how students reach basic conclusions

about their commitment to scholarship generally or to particular sub:-

)ects, or about how students derive coriclusions about particular Work

habits (how to prepare for an exam, is it better to ask teachers for

Informh-tion or to feign knowredge). . Howyever, there is growing

evidence to sugest that soihe stu.leats, leant to assume a relatively

.passiveLy, o'rientation classrOom life.

6,
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Passivity Model

t It is my belief that the ambiguitie& of interactions with different

teachers is sufficiently varied so as to pose translation problems (What

am I expected to do?) for some students. In particular, I believe

that some students who are believed to be low achievers' receive varied

teacher behavic,r that,. in time, reduces student' initiative both behav-

iorally (:e.g., raise hand, approach teacher) and cognitively (e.g.,

attempt to think .'Sbout the meaning, of an assignment or a particular

subject). As I have argued elsewhere (Good, 1981)-.

Variability of Teacher Behavior Toward. Lows

Teachers also show, differences in the way they 'express ..expecta-
,

tion .effects. Sbmetimes these style differences are very drmati.

Some teacher criticize low achievers more frequently than highs 'per

incorrect response, and praise lows less. per correct answer than is.

the case for highs. In contrast, other teachers will praise marginal

or incorrect re'sponses given by low achievers. These findings appear

to reflect two different types of teachers. Teachers who criticize lows

r in-correct responses_seem _to,.be basically int:_p_le7nt _of these- pupils.

Teachers- who reward marginal (or even wrong) answers appearlbbe--

excessively sympathetic and unnecessarily protective of lo'ws. Both

types of teacher behavior illustrAe to students that effort and class-

men performance are not related (Good and BrSphy, 1977).

Over time, such differences ir the way teachers treat low achievj.
4

ers (for example,- in the third grade a student is praised or finds

teacher acceptance for virtually any verbalization but in the fouth

grade-the student is sAldom praised and is criticized more) may reduce

low students ' efforts Ind contribute to a passive learntng style. Other
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teacher 'behaviors may also contribUte t(5 'this problem. The low students

whq are called on very frequently one year (the teacher believes that

they need to be active if. they are to learn), but who find that they

are called on infrequently the following lear (the teacher doesn't want

to embarrass them) may find it confusing to adjiist fo different role

,definitions. Ironicau1y, thOse students who have 142 least adaptive

,capacity may be asked to make the most adjustment as 'they . move from

classro-om to classroom.' The greater variation in how. different leachers

interact with lows (in contrast to the mol-e similar patterns of behavior

that high students receive from different teachers) tray be because

teachers agree less 'about how tq respond to students who dO not learn

readily.
..

It may also be the .case that even within a given year low achiev-

ers are asked to aajust to more varied expectations. This may be

true inj part because' low achievers have different téachérs (in addition

to the regular teacher they may hlave a remedial math', reading, or

speech ,teacher). The chance for different expectation is thus en-

hanced. Certain teachers may also be more likely to vary their in-

structional styles toward lOws within a ,given year. For example; they

may give up on an instructional technique prematurely (when the pho-
,:.

netics approach initially fails the teacher tries another instructional

method):

What are the implications if teachers provide fewer changes for

lows to part'cipate in pUblic discussion, wait less time for them to

respond when they are called on. (even though, these students may need

more time to think and to form an answer), criticize them more per

incorrect answer, and praise them less per correct answer than they,

do for high studenes? It 'seems that a good strategy for students who
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face such conditions would be not to volunteer orf not to respond when

called on. Students would appear tO be discouraged from taking risks

and chances under such an instructional system. To the extent that

students are motivated to reduce risks and ambiguity--and many argue

. hat students are strongly motivated to do so (Doyle, 1980 )---it seems

that students would become .more passive in order to reduce the risks

of noncontingent teacher feedback and assignments.

What we need to begin to consider now are the circumstances

under which majOr differences in teacher: behavior are adaptive and

for which types of students- For some styles of learners, variations

in teachers ' instructional behavior and expectations will ,surely have

positive effects in Many instances.

Haying acknowledged that, variability is beneficial for growth

under certain Conditions, I want to come back to the problem that some

students may experience too much or uninterruptable discontinulties in

the classroom. For exardple, if problem solvthg in mathematics is

taught one year as "take your time and, come with one or two best

approaches for stating the problem" and the next year it is taught as

"come up with as many hypotheses as you can and then begin to re-
..

spond to the problem"--what are the- effects on student beliefs .about

mathematics ( e..g . , does he or she cwclude thAtt mathematics is ,an

arbitrary set of rules . . . a system that he or she can 't figure out

or doesn ' t want to?) .

The argument here is not necessarily to reduce apprOaches. taken

to presenting subject matter or reward structures associated with work,

but to argue that discontinuities when needed and appropriate (as

many are) and how such expectations and work standards can be commu-r

nicated in ways in which they are more likely to facilitate achieve-

ment. For example, it is my belief that when mathematics teachers

64.;
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know their programs differ in style and emphasis, student learning

initiative could greatly. be facilitated by brief recognition of and expla-
*

nations for . Mich differences at the beginning of -the year. "Last year

we, approached problem solving this way for several good reasons . .

this year we are gOing to look at it in a different way .
"

However,, discontinuities may occur not,dnry because of differen- '

tial expectations that different teachers hold for. groups of students or

for particular students (e.g.., ,low achievers)*, but' may also result' from

incomplete or inconsistent teacher plans. Doyle (1979) has commented

upon bne of these fOrms or ambiguity. Specifically, he advocates the

examination of 41.assroom tasks and activity structures because he be-
,

heves *that the two differ within, some and possibV many, -classrooms. 1

In some cases, Doyle contends that what studAnts do in classrooms

(and the perceptions of whit they .are doing and why) may be discrep-

ant with the actuar task that the teacher has ih mind. That is, stu-

dents, are practicing the wrong operations. For exaMple, a teacher

may spend much class time having students diaqram sentences; however,

the teacher might choose not to test whether students can apply this

skill. (e.g. , students are require'd to write* original sentences). In

this case, from Doyle's perspective, having students practiee diagram-

ming sentences would have ..,een an activity and no.t a task, since

it was not functionally related to the intended outcome.

As an explicit case in point, DoyW-(1979) notes that Nachers

have been found to praise inapproVriate student responses. Recsons

'1 From Doyle's perspective, a task consists of two elements:
' a) a 'goal and (b) a set of operations necessary to achieve the pal.
He argues that there are two co sequences to accomplishing a task.
First, the person develops information (e.g., facts, principles, etc. )
and also the person will practice operations (e.g., memorizing, analyZ-
ing, etc. ).
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for such teacher behaviors may be ,laudable (e.g., to encourage class-
.

room participation); however, the discrepaney between stated teacher
a

behavior (get thoughtful answers) and accepted behavior (wrong an-
. -

.swers) may teach students that' the real task is to respond quiCkly

and not to 'think. Su discrepancies between activity and task de-
.

mands may communicate low expectations for, student learning.

Doyle's work has important implications for the, study and design

of classrooM instr'uction. Tiachers May create -v.aried tasks for diverse
, .

student groups in the same class or -for different classes that they

teach. In some. cases,. tasks may be different because of student influ-
i 0 -

ences on teachers (as Doyle argues.), but- I believe that the quaty

of teaching, and individual teachers are 'important variableS as -1,?e11.

For example, poyle maiptains that students actively resist ambiguity

and risk; however, I suspect that some teachers are' better able to

encourage students to saccept tore risk and c.mbiguity than are others.

"However,. the issue of the relationship between risk .and achie.vement-
.

(too much versus too little) needs research attention.

. Cla-ssroom Composition

I suspect that a 'key aspect of educational prograins is the assign-

ment of students to classrooms. However, little is known about the

-criteria that principals use when t,hey assign students to particular

classes: . There are data to indicate that the distribution of students

.

in a particular classroom may influence achievement and such research

suggests that "high" and "low" students can learn together in the same

instructional setting. .

Beckerman and Good (1981) studied the ratio Of high= and low-

achieving students in classrooms using a sample drawn from- a large

metropoliten school district that basically served a middle-class popula-

tion in neighborhood schools. Individual standardized aptitude (IQ)
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and achievement data were available for 1:03 third- and fourthrgrade

cIassron. They defined classrooms with ,tirriore favoraley;teaching

situations a those in which more than a third of the students were

high aptitude and less than a. third of the students Were 'low aptitude.

"Less favorable" class.rooms were those ih which less than a third o'f

the 'students ware high aptitude and more than a third Of. _the students

were low, aptitude.

Beckerman and Good found that both 'low- and high-aptitude stu-

dents in favorable classrooms had higher achievement scoces' tha-n the

two groups in unfavorable classrooms. _This effect was -observed in

both third- and fourth-grade classrooms, although the effect was not

significant for high-aptitude, thla-gt-ide students. In this study,

beliag in a classroom with many high-aptitude" students was,, more bene-

ficial than :being -in a, low-aptitude classrooin for low-aptitude students

and some high-:aptitude students.

Veldman arkl Sanford (1982) also found evidence tha,t classroom

\A

composition rrtight influence student achievement. They -area Sured

r"

room compoition by determining the mean achievement JeVel for ea:ch

class at the beginning of the year. Their data were from 58 mathema-
,

tics and 78 English 'classes in; Gradds 7 and. 8 in nine junior. high

schools. Veldnian and Sanfota report that significant interaction effects

were found indicating that both .high- and *low:ability pupils do better

in high4bility classes and that the effects of class abi.litv are more

pronounred with lowTability students. These results, although &Stained'

with different methods, resulted .in contlusions that were very similar

to Beckerman! and Good's.

I n addition, to , achievement data 0, Veldman and Sanford also de-.
---- --- ..

scribed _process differences, - between higher .and, lower ability classes.
....._....,.....---- . . .

i t

tr.
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They report that in higher kbility Classes' there were fewer procedural

contacts, behayioral criticisms, and misbehaviors. They concluded

that class ability level affected the behavior of low-ability students

rnbre than highs, and that there was more active teaching and a bette&r

learning environment in higher ability' classes fhan, in lower ones..

Veldman and Sanford also fOund (as did. Beckerman and Good, 1981)
. v

that lower, aloility students were more affected by group placement_than

highs. They argue that, lower ability studentS are more likely than,

highs to conform to the behavior of the ,inajority ...of their" classmates

and that all low-ability classes can be described as poor learning

environments which are frequently disrupted. According to these re
.

searchers, changes in class composit.ion or other context variables are

unlikely to convert a very effective teacher into a- tofally ineffective

one. Although composition is impOlqant, the quality of instruction

is a crucial variable which also affects achievement. ,Ilo doubt re-
.

search will show quality of teaching, class ability level, and varia-'

-tions ;, learners' ability in the crassroom art interrelated. Further---

more, it appears that certain composition decisions p'lace many low

achievers in the same class and increase the odds that more students

will asstrme a passive role in school settings.

Teachers Make A Difference

Composition effects are importent (and poorly understood), but

they appear to be less important than the quality of .the individual

teacher. Some teachers are better instructors than are others. Gold-
,

berg, P'aiSsow, *and justman (1966') co.nducted a major study of the ef-

fects of abijity grouping on student achievement and found that for
N

%

most pupils specific classroom membership" influenced achievement as .

much as the ability pattekn, of the class. That is, within differ' nt
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within'an ability 'pattern was as `,?4,ide as variations across ability
t

patterns. Tea-ching , effects were quite obvious; within ,a grouping condi-,

tion, Some teachers obtained more achievement from students than did

'Other students. I suggest that some teachers encourage active studerit

roles in .which students are succeSsfully completing academic work and

in whieh learners are not implicitly encouraged to assume passive roles.
,

Teacher' Research

Concern w.ith what teachers and students do' in "classrooms

led many ,researchers to focus on how teachers interact with high- and

low-t-achieving students. An incidental ,outcorrie of this research was
r

the demonstration that teachers vary- greatly across classrooms in their

behavior, 'as well as in how they distribute their time and resources

within classrooms. Teachers, as noted earlier in this paper, have

been found. to vary widely in how thay organize and conduct classroom

learning. Because of space limits, I cannot comprehensively discuss

teach,er effectiveness research. I would like to describe a research

program that. I have conducted with Dr. Douglas Grouws at the Univer-
,

sity of Nuissouri' (for more detailed review of general teacher- effective-

ness, se'e Brophy, 197; Peterson and Walberg, 1979).

Missouri Mathematics Proqram

We began work in the area of mathematics in the early 1970's

when many persons dojibted whether teachers could affect students'

, learning. Our initial p,urpose was tc 1;cst the hypothesis that teachers

, can ,make a. measurable 'difference in student dchievernent. In our own

classroom.observations, we found considerable variability in the behav-

ior of claisroom teachers and' we wanted to see variations in teacher

behaVior. could be related to variations in student achievement. (Details

6;)
o

-

4
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of the, research picogram can be found elsewhere, see Good, Grouws, and

Ebrneier, in press).

Naturalistic Study

The purpose of the original study was to determine whether it

,was possible to identify teachers who were consistent, (across different

groups of students) a d relatively effectiVe or ineffective, using student

, performance on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills as an operational criter-

ion. In brief., high residual mean 'achievement score's were found to be

associated ith several teacher behaviors. Among th strongest rela-

tionships were the following teacher behaviors: (1) generally clear

instruction and availabilityl of information to student4 as. needed (pro-

cess, feedbaCk, in particular); (2) a non-evaluative and relaxed learn-

ing environment which was task-focused; (3) higher alchievement expecta-

tions (more homework, faster pace); and (4) classroonis which were

relatively free of major behavioral disorders. Teachers who obtained

high, student achievement test scores were active teachers. They gave

a meaningful and clear presentation O-f what was to be learned, pro-
,

vided developmental feedback whex ). t was needed, structured a common
40

seatwork assignment, and responded to individual students"' need for

help. TeacherS who were obtaining student achiel..lerhent gains placed a

premium .on prOyiding meaningful cbntent, but they alSo seemed to lis-

ten to and learn from student res,pclses reteaching when student

performance indicated the need). Effective teachers also encouraged

students to' partidipate actively and to initiate questions when appro- -

Priate. Indeed, these teachers were helping studentS to be active not

passive learners.

Elementary. School Experiment

We, were pleased that some consistent differences could be found

in correlational research between relatively effective and ineffective
>
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.mathematics teachers. However, at, that point we ,only had a descrip'-,-

tion of how more and less effective teachers (in our sample) behaved

differently. We did not_ know if teachers who did not teach the way

more effective teachers did could change their behavior, or whether

students. would benefit if teachers were trained to use new methods.

To answer these questions, we devel-Oped a_training program

ing information about how effective teZchers behaved in'the naturalistic

study 'with other research findings) and coriducted an experimental

study to determine what effects the program would have on ,teacher

behavior and student achieveinent in fourth-grade classrooms,

In writing the training program, we characterized *teaching as

a system of instruction with the following features: (1) instructional

. activity is initiated ,and reviewed in the context of meaning; (2) stu-

dents are prepared for each lesson stage to enhance involvement and

to minimize errors; (3) the principles of ,distributed and successful

practice are built into the program; (4) active teaching is- &mended,

especially in the developmental portion of the lesson (when the teacher

eXplains a concept being snidied, its importance, etc.).

In the naturalistic study, emphasis was placed upon internal

consistenc:y. We choose a relatively stable school district in order

td exclude as many rival hypotheses as pzssitle to the conclusion that

teachers 0.nd teaching were affecting' studeiit learning. In the Jnitial

experimental study, a more heterogeneous school population was sampled

because we believed this would be a more rigorous test of the training

program.

. Observers' records indicated that the experimental teachers

implemented the program very well (with the exception of certain rec-

ommendationS concerning how to conduct the developmental portion of

ri
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the lesson). Pre7 and post-testing with the SPA standardized achieve=

ment test -indicated that after two and one-half months of the program,

students in exp`erimental classrooms scpred five months higher than
,

those 'in control classrooms. Results on a content test which attempted

to more clokely match the material that teachers were preseniing than

did the standardized tests also showed an .advantage for experimental

clas5es (for details, see Good and Grouws, 1979).

. Pre- arid---post-te_s_ ing on a ten-item attitude scale revelaed.that

experimental students reported significantly md-re fa-vor-able_ attitudes

at the end of the experiment than did control. students._ Also, it is

iniportant to note that anonymous feedback from teache'rs in the project
*am

indicated that they believed the pi-ogram was practical and that they

planned to continue using it in the future. ReseaLch elrwhere indi-

cates that teachers have a favorable reaction to tlie program, even

when it is presented and discussed withOut the involvement of the devel-

opers (Keziah, 1980; AnCiroi and Freeman, 1981)
. .

To explore aChievement patterns more fully in terms of student

and teaeher characteristics, it was considered important to define teach7

ter and student types more broadly. To develop student typologies,

an .instrument (Aptitude Inventory) was designed' to assess student char-

acteristics which might interact with key features of the treatment pro-
,

gram, ideritifiable teacher characteristics, and/or classroom procedures.

To obtain teachers ' views of the characteristics, organization, and

typical activities of their classrooms, a questionnaire was developed

,(Teaching Style Inventory). The Aptitude -Inventory was admintstered

to all students in the sample and the Teaching Style Inventory was

administered to each 'teacher.
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Results suggested plat the treatment generally worked (i.e., the,

means in each cell were in favor of the treatment, group), but the pro-

gram was more beneficial for certain cOmbinations of teachers and stu-

dents than for others. The data collectively indicated that teachers

who implemented the model got good results, yet some teacher types

used more facets of the program than did other teachers (see Ebmeier

and Good, 1979, fbr details).

Experiillental Research in Secondary School

Considering the relatively successful results of experimental work

at the elementary 's-chool level, we were very much interested in expand-
WNW

ing-bur inquiry to_secontiary classrooms. Our work at the secondary

level involved a strong 'control fo? HawthOrne effebts- (as--did_the elemen--
tary school work) and also a special condition where some treatment

teachers (partnership group) had the chance to help us adapt the pro-
gram for use in junior high mathematics classes. Both ,partnerthip

teachers and the treatment teachers were asked to use the instructional

program in their classrooms.

Again our findings indicated that some teachers implemented the

program more fully than others. Among many findings were the follow-

ing: (a) the average implementation score was found to correlate sig-
4 nificantly with students' attitudes toward mathematics, and (b) instruc-

tional time spent on verbal problem-solving activities-correlated sig-

nificantly with students' problem-solving achievement scores. Finally,

students' performance in verbal problem solving in both pertnership

nd treatment classrooms was superior to problem-solving performance

in control classrooms, although students' geheral computational achieve-

ment was not affected by project participation.

p-,,
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Our research on mathematics instruction, especially at the elemen-

tary school le-Yel, has convinced us that teachers do make a difference
.>

in student learning, and that inservice teachers can be trained in

such a way that student performance is increased. The system of in-
,

struction that we believe is important kcan be broadly chai-acterized

as active teaching. It is ,instructive to note that in our experimental

work active teaching was an important difference between teachers who

were getting good achievement gains and those who were getting lower-
.

than-expected gains. Active teachers presented concepts, explained the

meanings of those concepts, provided 'appropriate practice actfyities,

and monitored those activities- prior to assigning seatwork. The faCt

that these teachers appeared to look for waysiO confirm or disConfirm

that their presentations had been comprehended by students was particu-

larly important. They assumed partial re5ponsibility_for student learn-._
ing and appeared to be ready to reteach when necessary.,

Suggestions/Recommendations

Research on teacher effectiveness has not yielded specific guide-

lines about, how to teach, but it has provided clear evidence that teach-

- ers can and do, make a difference. As reflected in many recent arti-

cles, the current Zeitgeist. appears to be 'a call for increasing the

quantity of teaching (more time for basic skills 7instruction, more "time

on task"). However, the most evident message that recent research

presents to me is that the quality of teaching needs attention. Our

initial naturalistic study of more and less effective teachers indicated

that effective teachers were distinguished by how they taught mathe-

matics and not by the amount of time they spent on mathematics.

Teachers who Obtained higher gains made better use of time dnd ob-

tained more' student involvement, but they also maintained a good
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balance between theory and practice (conceptualization, application,

and drill).

I believe the most important ithplication which, teacher effective-

ness research has for teacher education is th.at teachers need to be

active in their teaching. Teachers who are more active in presenting

information, pay attention to the meaning and conceptual development

of -content, look for *signs of student comprehension and/or confusion,
w

and who provide successful practice opportunities appear to have more

achievement gains than do teachers who are less active and who rely

more upon seatwork and other clasSroom activities.

I prefer the concept of active teaching rat,her than the term "di-

rect instruction" (which has been used to describe the pattern of behav-

ior of teachers who obtain higher-than-expected achievement from stu-

dents) because it represents -a broader concept of teaching than does
07

the existing t1esearch base. In active teaching, the initial style can

be inductive_or_ deductive, and student learning cad be self-initfated

or teacher-initiated tespecially if thoroUgh critique and synthesis

activities follow student learning attempts). A'ctive teaching also con-

notes a broader philosophiCal base (active teaching can° occur in class-

rooms using a variety of classroom organizational structures), and

should become somewhat less direct as students become more mature

and instructional goals' become concerned with affective: and process

outcomes. Also, active teaching techniques can be applied in both

teacher-led instruction as well as in sV.Ident team learning/instruction.

Active teaching- provides an impor'tant instructional. construct for char-

acterizing the teaching role. With the apparent growing pressure for

teachers to function as classroom managers rather than as instructors,

more emphasis should be placed in -teacher education programs upon
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helping teachers to understand active teaching. Others, too, have

called for more -attention to active teaching. .For example, Durkin

(1979) argues that comprehension skills are under-emphasized in read-

ing instr :ton and that some educators appear to feel that they cannot,

be taught. Such low expectations can obviously be self-fulfilling.

I believe that thid research has significant implications for teach:.

er training and that more research on existing variationt in teacher

behavior needs to be conducted (e.g., identify teachers who are effec-

tive in getting gains with a low-achieving reading .group and systemati-
,

cally study their classiooms). The generai issues of teaching style

and student achievement are discussed here to show that variations in
..

teacher behavior have important effects on student learning and that ,

certain teaching skills can be improved relatively quickly and inexpen-._

sdvely. Although teachers' gener:al styles ay look similar to ,observ-

ers (e.g., all teachers use a recitation style), variance among teachers
,.,in quality of

)
style and the effects of this variation on student learning

appear to be much greater than many have thought.;

Many writers have called for major changes in the structure of

schoolirg and school experience, In some respects, I too call for re-

form of schooling. For exaMple, my observations in elementary schools

and my- knowledgs: of extant literature have convinced me that students
,perceived to be high or low in ability are unduly segregated for in-
1

struction. I believe tnat excellence of education (produccilie indivithial
1 .

learning of content and concepts as well as enriched respect for indi-

vidual differences) can often be accomplished in heterogeneous classes

that are led by teachers who plan carefully and actively teach.
s.

It seems to me that teachers often use ability grouping unwisely

(e.g., too many groups are formed--creating supervision problems; the

I
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criteria for group assignment are vague and/or based on relatively
minor differences among tudents When feachers do use ability

groups , they need to make explicite basis ?or assignment to groups.
-1

It is likely that many tea:chers assign tudents to particular groups

for, vague reasons (one group already is too lar rather than because

of important objective differences in students ' abilitie ( see e.g . , Eder,

1981) . Unfortunately,, when students are assigne'd to separte, learning

conditions ( whether they are tracked, pulled-out, or stay ip4 class

but assigned to a Tow groupL, students perceived _as lows too often
%/-

receive instruction that is less serious (often trivial) , more likely to

be devoid of ubstance (drill and facts rather than meaning and Concep-:

tualization.) , and instruction in which both students and teachers be-
/

come trapp in the managerial and procedural aspeCts of instruction.

Inferior Tstruction for "lows" occurs in suburban as well as inner-city

schools . I Teachers who group students should make special efforts to

assess instruction and to assure that students believed to be "lows"

receive the s`ame quality of instruction as students believed to be

"highs ." In praciice, "lows" often receive instruction.

When lows are taught separately they experience problems other

. than content fragmentation. Because they (eveci in first grade) often

have more teachers ( sometimes five or six) , it is likely that lows .have

to adjust to variations in behavior among different teachers ( some

teachers want students to work first and then ask questions; other

teachers prefer that students approach them soon so they don ' t practice

errors) . It is thus not surprising that many slower students view

adults and school situations as arbitrary. Because these students

cannot determine their proper role, they often respond passively to

school. Most attempts to help students who start with somewhat lower



1.

academic and social skills ( in some cases these differen es are minor

and in yet other instances they do riot existstudents are assigned

to the wrong group ) will therefore widen, not lesset , the .gap, between
-their skills and those of other students . Furthermore, these students

are systematically denied contact with students who have relatively

more social and academic knowledge. ,Such separation denies' lows )an

excellent chance for mastering skills that are critically important to

school success (e.g. , how to ask sple,5tr5ñs, etc. ). Failure to learn

thse skills further increaseS the likelihood' that slow students .

develop a reactive or passive stance toward school work (Good, 1981),

Students learn more than content in, schools , anld it appearis that

. the form of work arrangements can have important influences upon stu=

dent achievement. Boss,nt (1979) has shown that sociometric choices
-

'of elementary .school children were affected by instructional arrange-

ments. He found that children in teacher-Centered, whole-class ar-

rangements tended to pick friends who had achievement patterns similar

to their own. However, this effect was not seen inr class where there

was a lot of smaTh----group work. Research in this/a.rea consists of only

a few studies, and it is hard to judge how 9:4' form of school work

generally affects students ' attitudes and achievement. However,- extant

research indicates that social aspects of education have important effects

upon what is learned and hoW well (e.g. , Florio, 1978; Eder, 1981).

Future studies will establish whether particular types of teachers and

students mediate these effects in complex ways. 1
My point here it that we need not cling to teacher-dominated

instruction as the only way to facilitate desirable changes in student

attitudes and behavtors'. However, we shc id carefully understand

why we change and evaluate ,the effects of those changes. Too often
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American educators have attempted to solve problems with general solu-

tions . . . and with little success. Fortunately, there is growing

interest in examining the effects of organizational form on student

:achlevetr-.nt and attitudes (e.g. , Bossert, in progress), and in under-
4

standing how students perce\ive and react to instruction. In time,

it may be possible to integrate research on teachers (e.g. , Good,

Grouws, and Ebmeier, in press) with studies of classroom composition

(e.g. , Bossert, 1979) , classroom ecology (Doyle, 1979; Hamilton, in

press) , and 'students (Weinstein., in press) in order to more fully under- ,

stand how schooling influences student achievement and affective growth.

,At present we do know that teachers' 'beliefs and 'behavior signi-

ficantly affeEt student achievement: We need to make teachers aware

of this information and its potential for application in their classrooms.

Unfortunately,, data concerrtinq the relationship_ between ,teacher behavior and

student achievem rt is limited only to basic skill instruction in ele-
-

mentary school need mucfi more information about how teachers can

influenca the development of students' social skills as well as Other-

important outComes oi schooling. As I stated above, increased knowledge
.

about the effects of teaching must be integrated with information about

organizational and student factors if it is to have important effects

upon student achievement.. Recent research has become more sophisti-

cated and more sYstematic and has provided insights about how class-

rooms function. I believe that continued investment in basic classroom

research is necessary if we ace to continue to successfully pursue

excellence and equity in American schools.
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